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Foreword
This issue of The ICF Quarterly contains eight articles reporting on the progress on vari-

ous activities within the Inertial Confinement Fusion Program.
The leading article, "The Beamlet Front End: Prototype of a New Pulse Generation System,"

discusses the system design and performance of the front end of the Beamlet Demonstration
Project laser, which is being constructed as a testbed for future ICF laser systems. This laser
system incorporates new technologies for spatial and temporal pulse shaping, bandwidth gen-
eration and amplification. The present performance of the front end has exceeded the require-
ments for achieving the full system milestone.

The second article, "Imaging Biological Objects with X-Ray Lasers," reports on the progress
in developing x-ray lasers of ever shorter wavelengths and the advances in x-ray optics devel-

opment for imaging of biological objects. The authors demonstrate imaging rat-sperm nuclei
with resolution of about 500 A with an x-ray laser at about 45 fi_.The resolution is limited

mainly by the limitations in the x-ray optics. Future improvements in x-ray optical technology
should further improve this limit on resolution.

The next two articles, "Coherent XUV Generation via High-Order Harmonic Generation
in Rare Gases" and "Theory of high-Order Harmonic Generation" present, respectively, the

recent experimental and theoretical advances in the nonperturbative interaction of atoms
with intense laser fields. Experimental results illustrate that high energy photons can be

efficiently generated by very high-order harmonic emission by an atom subjected to an
intense laser field. This process could have practical applications in developing sources of
coherent XUV radiation. The theoretical article confirms the experimental observations and
demonstrates how detailed, first-principle calculations can be used to determine optimal
conditions for efficient harmonic generation.

The article "Two-dimensional Computer Simulations of Ultra-Intense, Short-Pulse Laser-
Plasma Interactions," continues along the theme of theoretical investigations of interactions
of intense laser with matter--in this case a preformed plasma, lt is shown that the laser
absorption can be very high and that MeV electrons can be produced because of the
tremendous ponderomotive acceleration.

Recent progress in developing high-resolution, time-of-flight neutron detectors is reported
in the article "Neutron Detectors for Measuring the Fusion Burn History of ICF Targets." Since
neutrons escape the target without encountering collisions, a time resolved detection of neu-
trons provides an accurate "movie" of the target implosion. The 20-ps resolution, scintillator
detector should prove to be a powerful diagnostic tool for characterizing target implosions.

The next article, "The Recirculator," provides an overview of a conceptual design and
cost analysis for a heavy ion fusion reactor. The authors show that the use of recirculating
induction accelerators to boost the energy of the heavy ions can lead to substantial cost sav-
ings. Several engineering and physics issues associated with this design are also discussed.

The last article, "Lasnex Evolves to Exploit Computer Industry Advances," briefly outlines

the improvements made to the Lasnex codes to make them more powerful, user friendly,
portable from machine to rnachine, and to conform to industry standards. The ability to do
production runs on workstations, rather than on Cray supercomputers, has lead to substantial
cost savings.

The issue concludes with the Nova facility report and a list of publications from within

the ICF program.

Shamasundar N. Dixit
Scientific Editor

iii
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THE BEAMLET FRONT END:

PROTOTYPE OF A NEW PULSE GENERATION SYSTEM

B. M. Valz Wonterghem

D. R. Speck

M. J. Norman

V.KarpeTzko
R. B. Wilcox

Introduction Here we describe the system components and per-

In conceptual designs I for new ICF facilities, multi- formance, based upon over 100 full front end shots
megajoule Nd:glass-based laser systems irradiate being completed since we achieved the assembly mile-
targets. To achieve the required cost efficiency, extensive stone in September 1992.
use is made of very high density mulfisegment ampli-

tiers in a multipass configuration with high beam fill System Architecture
factors. Large aperture optical components in such facil-
ities will experience very high fluences and require suf- Figure I shows a schematic diagram of the front end
ficient bandwidth to suppress the damage and energy and identifies five main subsystems. The master oscilla-
loss caused by stimulated Brillouin scattering. 2,3In tor is a diode pumped Nd:YLF microchip laser operat-
addition, various target irradiating schemes require ing in a single longitudinal mode. Its output is chopped,
large bandwidth and flexible pulse shaping. With the amplified and fed into a single mode optical fiber. The
technology employed in the Nova front end, it would be resulting 1-_ts pulses are coupled into an optical inte-
exceedingly expensive to build a pulse generation and grated circuit that produces shaping and bandwidth.
distribution system that would satisfy the requirements The temporally and spectrally shaped pulses are then
of multimegajoule lasers. A front-end system with more sent out to the preamplifier section in the laser bay
flexibility, better stability and reliability, and lower through a 60 m long optical fiber. Figure 2 provides a
initial and operating cost is needed, view of the arnplifier system mounted on a space frame.

The Beamlet Demonstration Project is being con- A regenerative amplifier provides a large gain and feeds
structed as a testbed for the basic physical principles on a spatial beam shaper that produces a square beam with
which future ICF laser systems will be based. 4 For this smooth, but steep edges. The beam is magnified to its

project, we developed and finished the initial testing of final size and preamplified in a novel 4-pass rod ampli-
an advanced front end. This front end system makes fier. The output beam is relayed into the Beamlet cavity
extensive use of new technologies to provide reliable through two transport spatial filters.

operation and simultaneous flexible spatial beam shap-

ing, temporal pulse shaping (200 ps to 10 ns), band- Oscillator and
width generation (up to 30 GHz), and output pulse
energies exceeding 10 J. Pulse Forming System

We produced 3-ns output pulses with energy up to The master oscillator is a diode pumped Nd:YLF
10.5 J and a flat-topped 5 x 5 cm beam profile. We also microchip laser operating in a single longitudinal mode
demonstrated amplification of shaped pulses with a at 1053 nm. A Pockels cell reduces the duty factor by
15:1 contrast and bandwidth exceeding 48 GHz. The chopping the CW output into 1-_s pulses at a 1-kHz
present performance exceeds the expected input rate. These pulses are launched into a single mode,
energy required for driving the Beamlet laser to its
milestone shot (5 kJ at 3c0in a 3-ns pulse).
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polarization preserving optical fiber after being A significant operational advantage of this systern is
amplified by a diode laser pumped CW slab ampli- the provision of high-qttality polarization preserving
tier. The peak power is about 250 mW at this point, connectors for coupling between fibers and devices.
Tile fiber couples the pulses into an advanced optical These allow for repeatable and alignment free reconfigu-
integrated circuit that produces shaping and band- ration of components and diagnostics. Fiber-optic split-
wid th. This LiNbO 3 waveguide circuit has two ters and switches are being used to route optical signals
amplitude modulators and a phase modulator, which to various diagnostics. Except for the master oscillator
are driven by low voltage external circuitry. The pre- breadboard, all hardware is rack-mounted (Fig. 3).
sent device has an insertion loss of less than 5 d B, Using tile present master oscillator, the pulse deliv-

while the combined extinction ratio of the modula- ered to the high bay preamplifier has a peak power of
tors exceeds 50 dB. These are very important param- 5-8 mW, equivalent to an energy of 15-24 pJ in a 3-ns
eters because they ultimately determine tile prepulse pulse. The 60-m length of the transport fiber to the high
contrast of the shaped pulse and the signal-to-noise bay does not exceed critical lengths for dispersion LD
ratio of the following preamplifier. In contrast to the and self-phase modulation Lnl for normal operating
highly resonant discrete modulators being installed conditions. For a 10-mW peak power and a 100-ps rise

on Nova and the Optical Sciences Laser, the wave- time, we calculate LD to be 450 m and Lnl 43 km, assure-
guide electro-optic phase modttlator is a travelling ing typical values for fiber and material dispersion. (_
wave device with a wide bandwidth up to 17 GHz.

The _-modulatioll voltage remains however weakly Regenerative a,mnlifier
frequency dependent. A detailed description of the
oscillator and pulse forming system has been pub- Bringing the energy from picojoule to joule levels
lished previously. 5 requires amplification by 12 orders of magnitude. The

FI(;URI_1. Schematic

diagram of the Beamle!
front end system, iden-

tifying the major sub- Rod

systems: master / amplifier 4-pass rod

oscillator, pulse form- amplifier stage

ing system, regenera- Spatial
tive amplifier, spatial filter
beam shaping, and a Regenerative

4-pass 5-cm-diam rod amplifier Regenerative

amplifier. A tr_l)-mopti- amplifier Otlt[.)tlt
cal fiber transports the diagnostics
pulses from the oscilla- ,, Faraday
tor room to the laser rotator
bay. The output trans-

port filter relays the
beam to the Beamlet

cavity injection system. "x

Diagnostic
packages _ 4-pass output

are located at the out- \_,4;:_,.,_,,,:+_,..,:.

put of the regenerative Be,ma

amplifier, and the shaping

input and outpt, t of the 6tl-m optical fiber link 4-pass input

4-pass rod amplifier, fr()m master oscilla tor d iagm Jstics
rot)na to high bay V Output

Optical fiber
link

Oscillatortable

Rack mounted integrated modulators

(pulse sllaping ancl bandwidth)



amplification process must maintain pulse shape within ,hake one single round-trip through tile ring before
controlled limits, maintain the bandwidth while avoid- leaving through the exit polarizer. When the Pockels

ing phase-to-amplitude-modulation conversion, and cell is switched to half-wave retardation, the pulse
add minimal noise to maintain the high contrast, remains in the cavity and undergoes amplification
Conventional front-end technology applies the shaping until the half-wave voltage is switched off. Leakage

and phase modulation to much stronger signals. The through the exit polarizers (< 0.2¢/,) is blocked by a
most convenient method to achieve high gain is to inject pulse slicer. The cavity round trip time amounts to

the pulse in a resonant cavitv with a moderate gain rod 13.4 ns, but tile 1-ns rise and fall time of the Pockels
amplifier (1.5 <G <6). 7 To maintain the temporal shape, cell limit the useful gain window to 10 ns.
the amplifier must operate in its linear regime; the pulse We modified the ring cavity by introducing two
must leave tile cavitv before gain depletion effects lenses, each having a focal length L/4, where L is the
become important. This amplification system is known total circumference (about 4 m). The input aperture is
as a regenerative amplifier, s therefore image relayed onto itself after one round

We adapted the ring regenerative amplifier design trip, while the second aperture acts as a spatial filter
currently used in chirped pulse amplifier systems) _ in the focal plane. The output beam has a symmetric,
Figure 4 shows a diagram of the amplifier. Two Faraday nearly Gaussian profile. The thermal relaxation time
isolators prevent the return of anlplified spontaneous of the 4-mm-diam amplifier rods is 9.6 s. A 0.2-Hz rep-
emission pulses to tile modulators. The ring cavity is etition rate prevents undesirable build-up of thermal
made up using two thin fih'n polari;:ers and two high lensing and birefringence.
reflectors. A KD*P Pockels cell is used as switching ele- Two Nd:glass heads provide a combined small sig-

ment in combination with a z-cut quartz 90° rotator, nal gain up to 6. The energy stored in the mode volume
With no voltage applied to the Pockels cell, the pulses amounts to _150 mJ. Tile amplifier operates in the linear

operating region by switching out the pulse after
approximately 14 round trips; this avoids pulse shape

i_'__:i, _!;[__!_/_i_i_'_;'" _ distortion (PSD) by gain depletion. At output ene:gy lev-
_q{_ __i!. els between 5 and 7 mi, the PSD is less than 10%. When

--' I :__{_i_ operating in the linear gain regime, it is advantageous to

__ keep the gain per round trip low, while maintaining suf-

ficient stored energy and minimizing passive losses in

the cavity. Tile use of two different athermal phosphate

rack mounted. Beam transport is accomplished using single mode

FIGURE 2. View of the front end preamplifier section in the laser optical fibers.

bay. lt consists of a regenerative amplifier, beam shaper, and 4-pass

rod amplifier.
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Multipass Rod Amplifier polarized input beam is made circular by a quarter wave

As Energy Booster plate on its first pass through the rod. Returning throughthe rod and waveplate, the polarization of the second

The remaining four orders of magnitude gain required pass is rotated by 90°. The beam is therefore reflected by
to produce 10 J output energy are achieved using a stan- the second polarizer, and retroreflected by the second
dard Nova 5-cm-diam phosphate glass rod amplifier in a cavity mirror to make a third pass though the rod. The
4-pass configuration, as depicted in Fig. 6. The linearly polarization of the 4th pass will be rotated by another 90°

and becorne equal to the input beam polarization. Input
and output beams are separated by a 10 cm aperture

(a) Outer p̂air Faraday isolator. Figure I shows the actual layout of the

i.... ] Polarizer preamplifier components on the space frame, while Fig. 2
"rmc_palaxes ' _ 0\ _1_] \ _j] _ presents a view of the space frame looking from the rod

_ \_ \,_ _'-] ] amplifier in the direction of the output beam.The LHG-8 rod amplifier is operated at a srnall sig-
• "-_ nal gain of 14.3. Since the double pass gain exceeds

200, extreme care was taken to avoid oscillations and

parasitics in the cavity: lens surfaces and waveplates
were tilted, and the rod was wedged.The pointing of
the input beam is offset by 3 mrad such that the beams
in the spatial filter focal plane are separated by 20 mm
across. This reduces parasitic oscillations and crosstalk
between the different passes. 14

Unexpectedly, however, images of the spatial filter
pinhole plane that was backlit by a reflection from the
output spatial filter lens on the fourth pass, were
amplified and appeared as small collimated beams in
the output aperture. Increasing the tilt of the spatial

j filter lenses alleviated the problem. Moving the quarter

Inner pair wave plate to the other side of the spatial filter will
eliminate it completely.Axial transmission =cos2(2(201-02))

Edgetransmission =cos2(20I)

(b) 5 x magnifying FIGURE5. Layoutof
spatial filter . _ _ thebeam shaping sec-

__ _Q] tion.The magnified
beam from the regen-

Serrated erative amplifier is

ap rtur 'l  -- sh  ed.,rougha
_I birefringent optical

system.A square ser-
Birefringent Thin-film _ _x rated aperture and

beam shaper -olarizer _ _ , I I_1 50 x 50mmsquare

" " P ' _ _ "-_1 ". spatial filterdefine thelensarray .I, ,_. _ N"_ I tlat-topbeam

__ ton_ S_tt_ Gaussian edge profile

of the beam.

Flat
__ J,/ N ,-:.op _ \ profile

_ -- gaussmn ""-_x

" 2"
/ l\ Gaus:ianinput li _ x

"%"-,,\x / Rejectedfraction/
"_ Spatialbeam profiles
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The passive transmission of tile 4-pass amplific.r deviation can be attributed to a small gain increase near

amounts to 53%. The extinctiorl ratio of the Farad;!y iso- the edges of the rod amplifier (discussed below). This

lator exceeds 2500. Residual leakage of the second pass data indicates tj ,at the regenerative amplifier operating

through the isolator is blocked in the pinhole plane of at a nominal 5 mJ energy level provides plenty of energy

the transport spatial filter following the amplifier, to drive the rod amplifier to its rnaximum output energy,

Transient thermal depolarization in the rod amplifier even taking into account beam shaping losses.

limits the repetition rate to 15-20 rnin. The energy output is limited to 12 J by Pt- inclusion
darnage in the LHG-8 glass of the rod amplifier; the

Controls and Diagnostics damage fluence is 2.5 J/cre 2 for pulses with dttration in
the 1 to 5 ns range. MALAPROP calculations for a 3-ns

The master oscillator room (MOR) has a large num- square input pulse indicate acceptable values tor the

ber of fiber-coupled diagnostics to rnonitor power, 1_ulse accumulated B-integral: 0.18 rad at 6 J output energy,

shape, modulator extinction and bandwidth. The extinc- and 0.4 at 12 J.

tion of the waveguide modulators is continuously

optimized under computer control. 14
The preamplifier section (Fig. 1) is equipped with

three diagnostic stations, located at the output of the Rod damage threshold
regenerative amplifier, and the input and output of the 12 .....

4-pass amplifier. Each has a near and far field viewing

capability, an energy sensor, and a fast photodiode. The iii - ,y,
front end output sensor is being equipped with a radial

shearing interferometer, streak camera and single shot _'_ 8bandwidth sensor, to allow a complete pulse characteri- =

zation. Energy measurements were performed using a

calibrated 4-in. full beam calorimeter. Two pinhole-
plane-viewing cameras allow for easy alignment of the 0

4-pass amplifier cavity spatial filter. Over 52 stepper 4

motors allow for remote alignment of the system.
p

2

System Performance
0 I I I I

Output Energy 0 2oo 4oo 10004-pass input energy (_tJ)

Figure 7 shows actual performance for 3-ns square FIGURE 7. Performance curves of the 4-pass rod amplifier operating
input pulses, together with MALAPROP predicted val- at a small signal gain G0 = 14.3measured with square 3-ns pulses.
ues. 15 The calculations were based upon a srnall signal The passive cavity transmission equals 0.53. The solid curve is the

gain of 14.3 and a system transmission of 53%. The small performance predicted by the MALAPROP code.

FIGURE 6. Schematic Input

diagram of the 4-pass mirror 2 (5-cre,square)
amplifier operation
using a Faraday rota-
tor and quarter wave
plate. A 2:1 reducing 2:1 reducing
spatial filter accommo- spatial filter
dates the 50 x 50 mm 2 Quarter ^ ..r -,

beam to the 50-mm- wave plate
diam rod.

Cavity Output
mirror 1 (5-cre,square)

5-cre aperture Polarizer Polarizer
rod amplifier

45_'Faraday rotator
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The intensity contrast ratio is presently limited by the 1.3 times the diffraction limit. Preliminary radial shear-

ratio of the peak power fed into the regenerative ampli- ing interferograms of the output pulses indic._te a peak°

tier to its equivalent noise input power (< 0.3 MW) 16 and to-valley wavefront deformation of less than 0.25 w;,ves.

amounts to 2 x 104. A research effort is underway to They verify the uniform energy deposition and pump-

develop a much higher power oscillator. The integrated ing in the 5-Chi rod amplifier. The accumulation of opti-

amplified spontaneous emission output from the 4-pass cal aberrations in the cavity does not seem to have a

amplifier is less than 12 mJ, leading to an intensity con- significant effect in the 4-pass arnplifier.

trast exceeding 108.

Shaped Pulses
Beam Uniformity

The PSD of the 4-pass amplifier is defined as the

and Wavefront Quality ratio of the gain at the beginning of the pulse to the

We observed excellent near field quality in the gain at the end for a square input pulse. We measured

4-pass output beam, even at the highest energy levels, a PSD of 2.2 at the highest recorded output energy of

Figure 8(a) shows the near field of an 8.3-J output pulse 10.5 J for a 3-ns square input pulse, as shown in Fig. 10.

obtained using an input pulse with a flat intensity pro- Four preset input pulse shapes are presently available:

file. Tile parabc;'ic shape of the lineout throu/_h tile cen- square, 1.6:1 contrast, 8:1, and 15:1. Additionall}; a

, ter (Fig. 9) indicates a 10_7,.gain drop in the center of the 100:1 contrast pulse has been demonstrated in the

beam, corresponding to a lq7, reduction in gain coeffi- MOR. Figure 11 shows a 15:1 shaped pulse after the

cient in the rod amplifier. This excellent pumping uni- waveguide modulators, and tlle resulting 9:1 contrast

fortuity results from the selection of a rod with low (1.7 times reduced) pulse after amplification to 2.8 J.
(0.4%) Nd 3. concentration and was further impcoved

by grinding and edge-cladding tile rod. The birefrin- Bandwidth Generation
gent beam shaper was easily adjusted to obtain a flat

output profile, as shown iii Fig. 8(b). The peak to aver- and Propagation
age uniformity deviation is less than 12_h. For compari- Figure 12 shows a frequency spectrum of pulses

son, we superimposed a 36th order supergaussian modulated by applying a 4-GHz RF signal (P = 20 W) to

profile on the line-outs ill Fig. 9. Both images were actu- the waveguide phase modulator. The spectrum consists

ally obtained 2.2 m beyond tile output relay plane and of a number of equally spaced sidebands. The ampli-

thus had lower fill factors and relatively sharp intensity tude of tile nth sideband is given as Jn(h) 2, the square of

peaks on the beam edge. Far.-field images ill the output the nth order N-Bessel function of the modulation

sensor indicate that the beam divergence is better than index 6, which is defined as the amplitude of the phase

(a) (b) FIGURE 8. Near field

..... images of the front-end
output beam, observed

I 2.2m beyond the relay
plane. (a) Using a flat-
topped input profile,
we observe the a gain
minimum near the

amplifier axis (b) after
adjusting the beam
shaper to compensate
for the non uniform

gain. Tl,e slight fringe
pattern visible on

- both images is inher-
ent to the CCD

camera response.

i
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modulation. The total bandwidth is less important than converted into undesirable amplitude modulation.

the need to share energy among the greatest possible Etalon effects between parallel surfaces can be a serious

number of sidebands, separated in frequency by an problem in tlle regenerative amplifier. We now observe

amount exceeding the line width of the SBS gain. 3 peak to average modulation bek)w 4%. Figure 13 shows

When the phase or amplitude relation of the side- regenerative amplifier output pulses after 14 round trips

bands are modified by dispersion or a frequency depen- for a 3-ns square input pulse with and without phase

dent gain and transmission, phase modulation will be modulation (4 GHz), indicating little additional ampli-
tude modulation in a pulse with 40-GHz bandwidth.

Output profile from Conclusion
compensated input

1.0 -- .- .... We have successfully assembled and operated a new

type of front-end pulse generation system that meets the

system requirements for driving the Beamlet laser. The

= advanced optoelectronic technology applied in the oscil-

lator and pulse shaping system is a viable alternative for

Output profile from
uniform intensity input (a)

'_ 0.5 --

I

Z

Shot n° 6] and 62 I

o [ I I t I
0 I0 20 30 40 50

x dimension (mm)

FIGURE 9. Line-outs of near field images of the front end output
beam. The dotted line represents a supergaussian profile of order 30,
A 1_,,gain coefficient reduction in the center of tile 5-cm o rod is
responsible for the energy drop in the center of the beam.

__()0ps --_l I'_

2 -- i (b)

.,-. []

D _

_- Z

© Data

[] MALAPR()I' _

o I I I I I I 1 1
0 0.5 ! .0 !.5 2.0 (! 2 4 (_ 8 I0

Rod output fluence last pass (J/cre 2) Time (ns)

FIGURE 10. Pulse shape dist()rtion for 3-ns square input pulses as a FI(;URF_11. Time ph)file t)t (a) a l rq:lcontrast shaped MOR pulse and
function of fluence at the output end of tile rod amplifier. (b) tile re:.ulting '_:1contrast output pulse amplified to 2.(_]. Beamlet

requires o:1contrast input pulses tr) obtain its milestone perf()rmance
(75k.lat 3.) in a 3-ns square pulse), q'ht.h)w peak power of lilt, MOR
pulses requires the use til an avalanche pht)tt)diode and samplil_g scope.
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IMAGING BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS WITH X-RAY LASERS
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Introduction area of x-ray sources, new undulator beamlines on syn-
In recent years, substantial progress has been rnade chrotrons now permit the production of high-resolution

in developing x-ray microscopy for biological applica- images on timescales of minutes rather than several
tions. 1This work has been motivated primarily by the hours. Unfortunately, these exposures take longer than
possibility of producing images with resolutions supe- the timescales associated with natural motion, which
rior to that obtainable with visible light microscopes are estimated (from Brownian motion theory) to be
while causing less radiation damage to the specimen _100 _ls for resolutions better than 200 _.10 To eliminate
than conventional electron microscopes. 2 Furthermore, the blurring effect of motion, the use of extremely high
in contrast to electron microscopy, x-ray microscopy brightness pulsed sources is necessary. ..
has the potential to view organisms hydrated in physi- The brightest pulsed x-ray sources currently avail-
ologically normal environments, thus revealing their able are laser-produced plasmas and x-ray lasers. 11
natural structure. Laser-produced plasmas can achieve conversion effi-

This article describes our effort to develop imaging ciencies as high as 10-20% into the wavelength range

with an x-ray laser 3 and presents recent results which of 23-45_, which is considered optirnal for biological
t_ave achieved near diffraction-limited resolution of dried imaging. These sources are well suited to contact

rat sperm nuclei. These results will be a basis for compar- microscopy, where a broad x-ray spectrurn has a small
_son in fl.lture experiments with hydrated specimens, effect on resolution. Such an x-ray source was recently

used by Tomie et al. 12 to produce 0.5-ns flash contact x-

Background ray images of a hydrated sperm cell with a spatial res-olution of _1000_. Extending the use of these plasma
An early demonstration of x-ray imaging of unal- sources in imaging microscopy, where chromatic aber-

tered and hydrated biological specimens was reported rations necessitate the use of narrow bandpass optics,
by Rothman et al. 4, who used a scanning microscope will significantly reduce signal levels. This is not the
and x rays from an undulator beam line to view zymo- case for x-ray lasers, which have quasi-monochromatic
gen granules with a resolution of 750 A. More recently, emission and very high brightness.
two groups working with imaging 5 and scanning ¢_x-ray X-ray lasers have been produced worldwide by a
microscopes reported images with identifiable features variety of approaches. 13Most use electron collisional
as small as 300 A. Their progress was facilitated by excitation pumping or recombination pumping in a long
advances in x-ray optics technology 7 and by the devel- (1-5 cm), thin (30-1000 {lm) laser-produced plasma. The
opment of high brightness x-ray sources, s In the area of x-ray laser output is typically subnanosecond in dura-
optics, the successful manufacture of zone plates with tion, has an angular divergence of ~10 mrad, has a nar-
outer zone widths as small as 300_, allows images with row-bandwidth (X/AX _ 104) (Ref. 14), and has an energy
comparable spatial resolution to be achieved. 1'_ In the of 0.01-10 mJ. A 182-,_ x-ray laser was previously used

to produce contact x-ray micrographs of dry cervical

10
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cancer cells. 15However, only recently have x-ray lasers The x-ray laser beam is collected and focused onto
with wavelengths near and inside of the "water win- tile object with a spherical tungsten-carbide/carbon
dow" (23-44/k) been developed 16with sufficient output multilayer coated x-ray mirror. 2° The mirror has a mea-
energy to view a wide range of biological objects, sured normal incidence reflectivity of 5% and a band-
Operating inside the water window, which extends from pass of 1.5% at the x-ray laser wavelength of 44.83/_..
the oxygen K-shell absorption edge to the carbon edge, Tile multilayer mirror isolates the specimen from the
is important for enhancing the contrast between organic harsh environment of the laser-produced plasma and
material and water, also eliminates most of the background soft x-ray con-

tinuum.. The mirror has a radius of curvature of I m and

X-Ray Laser Imaging Microscope is operated slightly off-axis at an angle of 1.4°. The laser-to-mirror distance is 3.0 m, resulting in a 5x demagnifica-

Figure 1 shows a schematic of our x-ray imaging tion of the x-ray laser source region. A 10-mrad aperture
microscope. X-rays from a tantalum nickel-like colli- limits tile section of the mirror used to a 3-cm- re_ion
sionally pumped x-ray laser I7 operating at 44.83/_ are centered on the optic. A filter (2000 _ Ti on 2000 A of
collected and focused onto a specimen. The x-ray laser lexan) placed between the mirror and the x-ray laser
was generated by irradiating a 3.5-cre-long, 2000-/_- further protects the sample by eliminating scattered
thick plastic foil coated with 900/_ of Ta with two optical radiation. The zone plate 8 we used has 500 zones,
cylindrically focused laser beams operating at a wave- an outer radius of 45 _tm, an outer zone width of 450/_,
length of 0.53 _lm. The heated foil explodes to form a and a focal length of 900 I-truat 44.83 ft,. The Rayleigh
high temperature plasma with low density gradients. 18 resolution of the zone plate lens is calculated to be
For our experiment, two optical beams from the Nova ~550/k. The zone plate is operated at a magnification of
laser were used to generate a combined intensity on 1000x which attempts to match the zone plate resolution

target of 3.0 x 1014 W/cm 2 for a duration of 500 ps. 17 to the microchannel plate resolution of -40 _tm. The low
Figure 2 shows the measured time history of the x-ray reflectivity of the condenser mirror precluded our use of
laser pulse; the short, -200-ps FWHM pulse is character- a two mirror system (e.g. Schwarzschild) to fully illumi-
istic of exploding foil amplifiers. The x-ray laser origi- nate the zone plate. As a result, the zone plate was par-
nates from a -100-_ml-diam gain region at the center of tially illuminated, resulting in an astigmatic point

the plasma and has a beam divergence of 10 mrad spread function with a diffraction limited resolution in
(FWHM). The output energy is -10 _LJ,which gives a one direction (-550 _) and a resolution of -1000 ,_ in
brightness of 1021 photons/(s-mrad2-mm2-0.01% band- the perpendicular dimension.
width). This is four orders of magnitude brighter than

the X-lA beam line at the National Synchrotron Light 4
Source, 19currently the world's brightest soft x-ray ,=w, \
synchrotron beam line. _'_ "_"

,,., t Laserpulse

,_,3-- j''] AA ''i

M '- , II/I "_

_ Filter _ / _ / \
Zone plate

Photographic objective -_ 2 -- I

foil Test specimen ._>" 110psTa

target I_" on pinhole _ [ [ I \

=Nova X'rav 0 --_" 'L_I I _ ""laser laser , _ _ ,_] _ _ ]._ ,
beams Filter y# ) 0 0 100 200 300 400 500 (_00 700 800

C./ Time(ps)

Multilavermirror FIGURE2. Measured time history of Ta Ni-likex-ray laser.
; condenser

FIGURE1. Schematicdrawing of tlmx-ray microscopeshowing
main components.
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Sample Alignment that accurately sets the zone plate and sample separa-

and Positioning tion, as determined from the zone plate focal length anddesired image magnification. The procedure uses two
In existing low repetition rate x-ray lasers, it is white light interferometers (Fig. 3) to define two planes

impractical to dynamically focus the object. For this rea- in space with the desired separation. The sample and
son, we implemented an off-line alignment procedure zone plate, both of which are rnounted on 1000A silicon

nitride windows, can then be accurately positioned and

Mirror Mirror aligned using the interferometers. The sample and zone
plate are glued together and the separation monitored

Compensatorl during curing of the glue. In the initial separation, weplate"__'| Lens must account for the 2 to 3 _tm reduction in spacingwhich occurred during the curing. This procedure

0 ..... 0li .i;i_! ! ---_i_::_i _: li allows us to position the sample and zone plate separa-
m Sample/ _" Beam White tion to --_0.5_tm,which is within the focal depth of our
7: zone plate '::: splitter light f/lO system.

Imaging Experiments
Fringe counters

FIGURE 3. Double white light interferometer setup used for posi- Figure 4 shows an image of a resolution test pattern
tioning sample andzone plate, consisting of radial gold bars that taper down to -350

at the center. These 1000-/_ thick bars are on a 1000
silicon nitride substrate. Features near the diffraction-

limited resolution of ~550 _ are clearly observed. The
nonuniform illumination pattern is due to the finite size
of the x-ray laser source, which is demagnified onto the
test pattern by the multilayer mirror collecting optic.

_ The effective source size is estimated to be 50 x 80 _un.
Using this x-ray microscope, we imaged three speci-

mens of rat sperm nuclei which had undergone differ-
ent preparations. Our goals were to 1) investigate the
advantages of gold labeling (an analog to isotopic trac-
ing techniques), and 2) to assess the effects of the vari-
ous preparation techniques on the nuclei. The nuclei
were first prepared by treating sperm isolated from rat
epididymides; a disulfide reducing agent and deter-
gent 2° dissolves the tails, acrosome, and nuclear mem-

+1 I'_t--- 2 Hm branes thus exposing the DNA-protamine complex
that comprises sperm chromatin. A droplet containingFIGURE 4. Image of resolution test pattern obtained with x-ray

lasermicroscope, the amembraneous nuclei was deposited onto a silicon

FIGURE 5. X-ray (a) (b) (c)
microscope images :,...... .¢_44:: '

of rat sperm nuclei ;-c:.._
with (a) no gold label- '_ ,",:• i, J,_,_'_._'-_ '

ing, (b) stained with =,_;_
antiprotamine 1and " >'_ _" _
gold labeled, and _
(c) stained with ' _

antiprotamine 2 _..7":)_:' " " _':
and gold labeled.
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nitride window (300 x 300 Mm, 1000-,_ thick) and the Conclusions
liquid containing unbound nuclei was removed after

30 s. Figure 5 shows images of (a) unstained rat sperm These preliminary experiments illustrate the capabil-

nuclei, (b) images stained with mouse antiprotamine 1, ity of existing x-ray laser microscopes to produce

and (c) antiprotamine 2 antibodies tagged with 400-A- images of biological specimens with single 200-ps expo-

diana gold. The images show distinct differences. The sures. The Ni-like Ta x-ray laser operating at 44.83 A is

stained images show high concentrations of gold along ideal for imaging biological specimens that have been

the edge of the sperm nuclei and some evidence of immunogold-labeled to reduce the necessary dosage.

individual 400-A gold particles on the surface. The The development of normal incidence, multilayer x-ray
clumping of the gold particles is particularly evident in optics at wavelengths below the carbon K-edge (43.7 A),
Fig. 5(b). The frame structures observed in Fig. 5(c) are where there is high contrast between proteins and

a consequence of the preparation technique which water, will make short wavelength x-ray microscopes
unmasked internal sites for antibody binding. These possible within a year. In addition, the use of multilayer

images clearly show the value of gold labeling to mirrors to double-pass the gain region should lead to

enhance contrast but also show that unnecessary 100-1,000 times more output. The increased energy will

preparation techniques can lead to unwanted artifacts, improve the image quality; it will also allow several

A unique advantage of x-ray microscopy which will microscopes to be combined so that an object can be

prove useful in future studies is that it can also be used imaged from different lines of sight. The multiple

to obtain information about elemental density. By select- frames can then be synchronized to obtain animated,

ing an appropriate x-ray laser wavelength, the contrast three-dimensional images or time delayed to observe

between elements can be enhanced. Figure 6 shows the the effects of high dosage on specimens. Finally, recent

wavelengths of demonstrated Ni-like x-ray lasers along advances in optical pump lasers will significantly

with the calculated transmission for I Mm of water, reduce the size of x-ray lasers and increase their repeti-

DNA, protein (C52H7-O22N16S, r = 1.35 g/cm2), and tion rate, making x-ray laser based microscopes accessi-
500 A of gold. The large change in absorption across the ble to a wider community.

carbon absorption edge at 44.3 A can be used to map
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Introduction Experimental Setup
Since the mid-80s, there has been a renaissance in The laser used in these experiments has been

short-pulse laser development that has included the described elsewhere. 1 lt is a short-pulse Nd:glass
application of chirp-pulse amplification to laser system system that provides 800-fs pulses at a wavelength of
design, and the development of new broad-band, 1.053 pm, with energies up to 8 J. We can frequency
near-IR, solid-state materials such as TJ-sapphire, Cr- double this light with a thin KD*P crystal to obtain
alexandrite, and Cr-LiSAE As a result, it has become 0.526-pm light (650 fs and 2 J).

possible to routinely generate focused laser intensities We focus the laser light at the output of a pulsed,
of 1014 W/cm 2 and, with some effort, to create intensi- supersonic nozzle placed at the center of a vacuum
ties exceeding 1017 W/cln 2 in subpicosecond pulses, chamber (Fig.l). The jet can generate local densities

Paralleling this renaissance in laser development is >1018 atoms/cm 3 (Ref. 2). The resulting emission is col-
the emergence of a new area of laser science called lected with a grazing-incidence x-ray spectrometer that
strong-field physics that investigates laser-matter inter- produces a vertical, flat-field, dispersed image on the
actions at high electric-field strengths. At intensities input cathode of a streak camera. Figure 2(a) shows a
exceeding 1014W/cre 2 the laser field is no longer a small streak camera photograph of emission from a helium
perturbation to the atomic Hamiltonian, but becomes
comparable to the Coulombic field that binds the elec-

trons to the nucleus. At these intensities the outer elec- __z __.,."
tron can be excited to energies well above the atom's y
field free ionization potential, whereupon the atom may Nozzle Streak

photoionize and release its surplus energy via the exiting , Lens_ J V__.a_ camera

electron (above threshold ionization, or AWl),or couple _, _ _ r-o-- ]__back to the atomic ground state, emitting a photon with _%, _ _._ / Sl:ectrometer
energy exceeding the ionization potential of the atom. \,,,.
Because the electron is driven by the laser field, the emis- "_ ] _ _"
sion process is coherent, and the photon is an odd inte- KDP

gral multiple of the laser frequency. This process, called xtal

high-order harmonic generation, can produce coherent
radiation well into the soft x-ray region of the spectrum
and shows promise as a short-pulse, coherent source of
ultra-bright, extreme ultraviolet (XUV) radiation. Computer

In this article, we discuss experiments to extend the FIGURE 1. Experimental setup where we focusthe laser light at

short wavelength limit of harmonic generation to shorter the output of a pulsed supersonic nozzle placed at the centerof a
wavelength or higher energy photons, and discuss the vactmm chamber.

scaling of this XUV source to high conversion efficiency.
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plasma excited by 0.526-Mm light. 3 Tile vertical We use several diagnostics to characterize the laser
direction spans the wavelength range from 14.5 nm at and plasrna. We measure the laser pulse width with a
the bottom of the screen to 33 nm at the top. The hori- single-shot autocorrelator. We record the laser energy
zontal time axis is 1 mm/ns or 23 ns full screen. The and the near-field spatial beam profile on every shot,
bright spots that form a vertical band are the harmon- and the far-field profile at regular intervals. Based upon
ics 17-31 (30.9 to 17.0 nm). The horizontal stripes are the measured pulse width, laser energy and beam profile
emission produced by fluorescence from the Lyman we determine the focused laser intensity. These values
series in He +. We take lineouts ill the vertical direction call be confirmed based on the observation of line emis-

[Fig. 2(b)] to obtain spectra from a streak photograph sion from the plasma originating from different charge
or horizontal lineouts for time-resolved information at states of the ion. For example, the observation of Ar VIII

a fixed wavelength. Although the laser can only be lines implies an intensity exceeding 2 x 1016W/cm 2
fired once every few minutes, the streak camera pro- based on rates calculated from tunneling theory. 4
duces a large amount of information for each shot. To determine the electron and gas density of the

plasma, we measure the backward-scattered Raman

33.0 wave generated in the plasma by the intense laser
pulse. 2 The frequency shift of the Stokes wave (% with

respect to the laser % _. t the plasma frequency m_ is
m = m.-m The_,_'electrondensitv is obtained from _le

I s i p'plasma frequency, ne = (,jp2me¢/e 2, where m is the elec-

-_ tron mass, _ is the vacuum permittivity, and e is the
.5 electronic charge.

Harmonic Generation-Short

Wavelength Limit
Odd harmonics of tile laser frequency are generated

14.5 when a suitably intense pulse is focused in a dense gas.
0 23 At laser intensities exceeding 1013 W/clYi 2, the harmon-

Time (ns) _ ics form a plateau, i.e., several orders of nearly constant
1600 intensity 5, in contrast to the rapid drop ill harmonic

(b) 17rh intensity with increasing order that was first observed in
tile 1970s at much lower intensities (109-1011 W/cm2).

1400 -- Figure 3 shows harmonic production in neon from tile
3rd to tile 19th harmonics of 527 nm measured ii1our

1200 laboratory _. One sees an initial decrease ill harmonic
intensity from the 3rd through 7th harmonics, followed

E, by several orders of comparable level ending at tile 19th,
•_ 1000 which corresponds to tile cutoff of tlle normal incidence

' spectrometer used in this particular experiment.

800 Tile extent of tile harmonic plateau is of great interest
0: in scaling this phenomena as a useful XUV source.

Harmonic generation is limited by competition with
'_ 600

photoionization as tile laser intensity is increased. At
high intensity the photoionization rate becomes so

400 rapid--shorter than tile inverse laser pulse width_that
all the atorns become ionized, and the nonlinear medium

is depleted. Recently Krause et al. 7 proposed an empiri-
2oo cal relationship for the harmonic cutoff (i.e., end of tile\

plateau region). The harmonic cutoff for a particular
o atom is given by

15 2O 25 3O

Wavelength (nra) Ec = lP(O) + nLlp(lsa t) (1)FIGURE2. (,3)Streak photograph in lte showing harnlonics of

0.526-Hm light, harmonics 17-31, and recombination emission from

He_ transitions (Lyman series).(b) l_illeotl[frl)nlstreak photograph Ec is the cutoff in eV, lP(O) is tile atom's field-free
showing hannol_ic spectrum, ionization potential, and LI. is tile quiver energyp

(also called the ponderomotive potential), given by

!6



Up(eV)=9.33X1014I[W/cm2]k2[Hrnl, where K and I are data in the middle curve represents harmonics gener-
the laser wavelength and intensity. As stated earlier, ated at about 71sat, extending the cutoff to the 33rd har-

the maximum plateau extent for harmonics produced lnonic. The data in the top curve are signals produced

from the neutral will be limited by photoionization, from atoms exposed to about 70/sa t. Again, the har-

which depletes the ground-state population; conse- monic signal is approximately flat to the 33rd or 35th

quently, Up is evaluated at the saturation intensity for harmonics and decreases to the final harmonic, the 45th.
photoionization. A constant multiplier n is added that Even though this intensity is well above/sat, the plateau
Krause, et al., estimate to be between 3 and 3.5 based cutoff occurs at the same energy as predicted by Eq. (1).

upon single atom calculations for several different We believe that the harrnonics 35-45 are produced from
atoms and model potentials. 7 In addition, this scaling He +. Although no neutral survives to an intensity

relationship has been corroborated in measurements of 70Isa t, there is an increase in harmonic signal because

the plateau cutoff in our laboratory. 3,8 the volume of atoms exposed to an intensity/>/sat is
Based upon Eq. (1), there are several controllable much larger than for the other curves.

parameters that affect the short wavelength limit for For the rare gases, both the ionization potential and
harrnonic generation. By increasing the laser intensity, the saturation intensity for ionization increase with

we increase the quiver energy Lip of the electron, caus- decreasing atomic mass. As a result, the most dramatic
ing the plateau to be extended. Figure 4 shows data in increase in the harmonic plateau extent is seen in going

helium at three different intensities.The curves are from from heavier-rnass to lighter-mass rare gas atoms due to

lineouts of streak photographs taken at a fixed spectrom- the increase in ionization potential and, consequently,

eter setting and corrected for photocathode and grating the saturation intensity. Table I summarizes the pre-

efficiency. At the lowest intensity, 1.0 x 1015 W/cre 2, we dicted harmonic cutoffs based on Eq. (1) for a 1-ps laser

see the 23rd to 29th harrnonics. At 5 x 1015 W/crn 2, we pulse at 1.053 tlnl and 0.526 Mm. Figure 5 shows experi-

see harmonics out to the 35th. The 23rd to 33rd harmon- mental results with our glass laser at 0.526 _u'n. We show

(cs are part of the plateau region, while the 35th is an results for only the three lightest gases; the cutoffs in Xe

order of magnitude down from the other harmonics, and Kr at 0.526 _nl are beyond the long wavelength lin-dt

At the highest intensity, 5 x 101(_ W/crn 2, the plateau

extends to the 33rd or 35th harmonic and the drop off

after the 35th is more gradual. The data in the bottom 1(}_
curve were generated at a peak intensity slightly above

/sat; however, the volume of atoms exposed to/sat was ,7,
very small and most of the harmorfic signal originated _

from atoms exposed to lower intensity laser light. The _=10_

I(') 7 _

T 19th 3rd _'_103 - A 1x 10I:_w/crn 2
17 O q x 10Is W/cm 25th

[] 5 × 10h_W/cm z

1_. 7 i I I I I I I I I [ I10"
9 '. 0223 25 27 2_ 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45

, Harmonic order
Tid

J FIGURt" 4. I larmonic signal vs order at three intensities in t-le
;" li , aC0.526 Hm.

_/ TABLE 1. I larmonic cutoff for different rare gases.

o _ /sat )'c _'c104 __ Element (W/cre2) (1.05 Fm) qO.c) (0.526 Hre) q(2,c)

Grating

cutoff Xe 7 x 1013 3B.8nm 29 7(I.7nm 7
Kr 9 x 1013 29.h 35 59.1 9
Ar 1.5x 1014 20.0 53 45.2 13

10,_ . I [ I Ne 5.0 x 1014 7.1 149 20.(_ 27
20 60 I()0 140 180 lie 6.0 x 1014 5.2 201 15.7 33

Wavelength (nra)

FIGURE3. Neonspectratakenwith normal incidencemonochromator.
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of our x-ray spectrometer. In the experiments we observe parametric dependences of our XUV source. The model
cutoffs in He at the 33rd harmonic, Ne at tile 29th hat- and its devdopment serve different purposes: to eluci-
monic, and Ar at the 13th harmonic of 0.526 Bnl. These date the physics of harmonic generation, especially the
values agree with those predicted in Table I Tile weak role of phase matching; to predict the upper limit of con-
harmonics in lie and Ar that are beyond the predicted version efficiency for different harmonic orders (in dif-
cutoffs may be from ions, i.e., He + and Ar .. We are cur- ferent gases); and to understand the parametric
rently performing experiments to understand harmonic dependences and their limitations in scaling the har-
production from rare gas ions, which shows potential for rnonic conversion to the nl,,xinmm possible levels.
extending the short wavelength limit much further. To derive the equations for the harmoni' output

A large increase in the energy of the plateau cutoff of our source, one begins by solving the inhomoge-
can be gained by going to longe_ wavelength as neous wave equation with a source term that is the
expected from the ;_2dependence of the quiver energy polarization field produced by the coherently driven
term. We have observed the 71st harmonic a of the dipoles. The nonlinear dipole moments used to cal-
1.053-{Lm glass laser, which is about the same cutoff as culate the polarization fields are obtained by solving
for 0.526 Bm. The harmonics produced from 1.053 _u'n Schrodinger's equation, including the laser-atom inter-
in our experiments are a factor of 50 weaker than the action. (See Kulander's article, "Theory of High-Order

0.526-Hm harmonics. Recently two groups reported Harmonic Generation," in this issue for more details.)
harnmnics out to 150 eV 9,11),using more sensitive Once expressions for the electric fields of the different
microchannel- plate detection: the group at Stanford harmonics are obtained, energy, power, and efficiency
used a Ti:sapphire system operating at 0.810 Mm, while can be determined by integrating the harmonic field
the laser system at Saclay operates at 1.05 _nl. We sus- expressions over time and space coordinates. This is a
pect that harmonics from the 1.053-Mm laser occur standard approach and is described in detail in Refs.
beyond our measured cutoff, but lie below the noise 11-13. Rather th,':q repeat the full calculations for the
limit of the streak camera, harmonic electric field, we start with the resulting

expression for the number of photons.

Conversion Efficiency The number ofphotons of a particular harmonic
order is gi,'en by 12

We are interested in developing a short-pulse,

coherent XUV source based upon high-order harmonic ;r2112b3"rdq 2 Ak) 2generation. To promote such a system for potential N'I = 4h Fq (b, , (2)
applications, we rnust optimize and characterize its per-
formance. Principal among the various source character-

istics or specifications is the conversion efficiency from where n is the atom density, Tq is the pulse width of the
laser energy to harmonic energy. Recently we developed harmonic, dq is the dipole moment of the q-th harmonic,
a model to determine the output and the various b is the confocal parameter of the focused laser, and

F,(b,Ak) is the 19hase matchin_ function. 11For Gaussian
{.] _ ,J

beams, Fe(b,Ak) is a complicated integral expression that

1°4 _q._.__,_-,.cutoff m_, _,tbe sblved numerically, therefore to identify the rel-
ev;mt physics, we consider a simpler form that applies

cutoff to a square pulse 13

'_10 _ 2

= - , (3)

_ =LLcoh

81o

i _ Neon 111Et t. (3), p is the effective order of nonlinearity (_5-8),

--O- Argon L is the length of the nonlinear medium, and Lcoh is

I0 I I ] ] [ [ the coherence length-the distance over which the har-
30 40 50 oO 70 80 monic and driving fields become out of phase by ;r. The

Photon energy (eV) expression for the coherence length, Lcoh=;r/[Ak+(2q/b)-

FIGURI_:.5. i larmonic signal vs photon energy in lte, Ne, and Ar (2q/ph)l, includes a term, Ak, for the difference in disper-
showing the location ()f the plateau cuts)f fs.. sion between the driving and harmonic fields, In the
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case of a plasma, the primary contribution to the disper- g2,,2b3-tqdq2tp(aL)2 }
sion is from free electrons ne and ak = Krene(q2-1)/q, Nq = (4)
where re is the classical electron radius. 4h b-

The relationship between the mediurn length and

the coherence length divides tile expression for Nq into This expression is shown as the flat-topped line in
three regimes: L<<Lco h, L=Lcoh, and L>>Lco h. To maxi- Fig. 6(a). From Eq. (4), one can see the relevant paramet-
mize conversion efficiency, the desired operating ric dependences that describe the harmonic output in

regime is where Lcoh>>L. In this case, the harmonic tile region of desired operation (L<<Lcoh), narnely

field increases continuously over the length of the non- Nq~(nL)2b. Tile conversion efficiency, rl = Nq/N1~(nL)2
linear medium because the harmonic field interferes and is independent of the confocal parameter b, and so,
constructively with the driving laser field. In contrast, to increase the conversion efficiency one must increase

for L>>Lco h, the polarization field and the harmonic the column density hL. Eventually, absorption of the
field move in and out of phase with each other, and the XUV photons or the reduction of the coherence length
output harmonic signal is produced in only the final due to free electrons will set an upper limit to nL.
coherence length of the medium. Figure 6(a) plots the
number of harmonic photons vs confocal parameter
calculated for the more rigorous Gaussian beam case. Coherent XUV Source
Figure 6(b) shows the harmonic conversion efficiency Our objective is to eventually produce an XUV source
calculated for the same harmonic orders. (Harmonic based upon harmonic generation that will be suitable for
conversion efficiencies are the number of harmonic a variety of applications in areas such as spectroscopy,

photons at a particular order divided by the number of diagnostics, and molecular dynamics (or wher_ ver
photons in the driving laser pulse.) In both plots, the short-pulse, coherent, XUV radiation is desired). An
three regimes are evident. For small b, Lcoh<<L and important feature of such a source is choosing the ideal

NqM_3. As b increases Nq goes through the transition laser system that will provide the source with its maxi-
region where Lcoh=L into the region where Lcoh>>L mum capabilities. The ideal laser system should be tun-

and Nq~b. This is the desired operating region for max- able, for spectroscopic applications, short pulse (~100 fs,
imum conversion efficiertcy as can be seen from Fig. or less) for dynamic experiments that require ultrafast

6(b). This linear dependence of the number of har- temporal resolution, have suitable pulse energy to oper-
monic photons on confocal parameter b in the region ate in the regime L<<Lco h, and provide a reasonable rep-
where Lcoh>>L can also be seen in Eqs. (2) and (3). etition rate. Recently our group 14built a 1-TW laser

When Lcoh>>L, IFq(b,Ak) 12=(p/q)(2L/b) 2 and system based upon the new Cr-doped LiSAF (Cr:

(a) Calculated number

of harmonic photons

10 -_ vs confocal parameter
for 3rd, 13th and 2Sth

_- harmonics of 0.526 Hre,

/ / _ 1(1-7 where the peak inten-

_ sitv is 6 x 10 14 W/cn-12,

_ 10_s L = 500 Hre, 11= 1019
10 s -- = cm "3, and p = 5. The

•_ dotted line shows cal-
><u10 -'J culated results of the

,. _ 3rd harmonic for a

"_ 11)-m (b) Conversion effi-

ciency vs confocal

W / "K)- 3rd h_monic r-. parameter for 3rd, 13th,

-/ _v_-,2att:,
/ , -- 3r)i; flat-topped 10-12

1()2 _ I lllJ] I I I IIIIII I I f Iill: Irl

10-2 10-I l 10 I()-2 I ()-I 1() 0

Con focal parameter (cre} Confocal parameter (cna)
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THEORY OF HIGH-ORDER HARMONIC GENERATION

K. C. Kulander

K. I. Schafer

J. L. Krause

Introduction induced in the individual atoms by the driving laser and
Recent experiments employing short-pulse (<50 ps), (2) determination of tile macroscopic phase matching of

high-intensity lasers to excite rare gas atoms have pro- these harmonic fields.
duced surprisingly strong x-ray ultraviolet (XUV) emis- The objective of our theoretical efforts is to develop
sion due to barrnonic conversion of the pump radiation, predictive capabilities that can establish, from first
This result is surprising for two reasons. First, the principles, the parameter space for optimum harmonic
observed harmonics were of very high energy: up to the conversion using state-of-the-art, short-pulse optical
67th order of 526 nm and the 133rd order of 1053 nm lasers. To accomplish this goal we need to understand
(>150 eV, in both cases). Second, the relative intensities of the dependence of the conversion efficiency on the
the harmonics dropped gradually up to a weil-defined, atomic medium, laser pulse lengtlb wavelength, peak
high order after which they decline precipitously. _[his intensity, the focal properties of t_e pump beam, and
behavior is dramatically different from that observed ir: the gas density and spatial distribution.
more traditional, long-pulse harmonic c,"aversion stud-

ies. In that case, the atom does not experience very high Single-Atom Emission Spectrumintensities; the interaction remains perturbative as the
atom ionizes. In the perturbative regime, higher cMer The problem of the behavior of an atom in an intense
processes are less probable than lower orders ,_overy laser field has attracted a great deal of attention during
high-energy photons cannot be produced in long-pulse the past few years because of the remarkable advances
experiments. In picosecond palses, the neutral atom in short-pulse laser technology. LLNL has been one of
survives to intensities at which the atomic response the leaders in these advances, constructing the most
becomes strongly nonperturbative. One characteristic of powerful table-top laser system in the world. 1 This sub-
this response is the emission of harmonic photons of picosecond glass laser can produce more than 10 TW,
very high order, with focused intensities above 1018 W/cm 2. It has been

lt is expected that nonperturbative harmonic genera- used for studies of endssion rates of both electrons and
tion can be exploited to provide an inexper,sive, flexible pilotons from atoms and atomic ions, excited by this
source of short wavelength, coherent, tunable, short- extremely intense radiation fieldo2 The laser is capable

pulse radiation. The fundamental understanding of this of removing several electrons from the atoms during a
process depends on the first principles calculation of the pulse. The question arises whether the hart.tonic emis-
behavior of the individual atoms in strong, pulsed laser sion produced in these fields comes from the neutral

fields. From such studies, the properties of the radiation atoms or from ions.
emitted from each atom in the field during the pulse can These experiments present a unique challenge for
be determined. A second aspect of this process is the theoretical study because the electric field of the laser
propagation of the generated harmonic fields through can equal or exceed electrostatic interactions within the
the excited medium. Therefore, a complete theoretical atom. The nonperturbative response of the atomic elec-
treatment of harmonic ge_teration requires two equally trons can be reproduced only with a formalism that can
important steps: (1) calculation of the polarization fields
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handle these interactions on an equal footing. This cycles. During tile constant intensity portion of the pulse,
means tile traditional method of treating the electro- emission rates can be determined. 9 The photon emission
magnetic field as a weak perturbation of tile field-free strength is given by the square of the Fourier transform
atomic states is certainly invalid. During the past few of the time-dependent dipole of the total electronic
years, we have developed such an intense field the- charge distribution
ory. 3-6 lt requires the explicit solution of tile time-
dependent Schr6dinger equation for the atom in the (_((,) = (,)3 ]d((,})]2

pulsed field. Because the field is extremely strong, it can I 1 V_ , t) 2
be represented by a classical oscillating electric field, so = (.3](T 2 _ T1)- IT,- dtei"'tf dFqj * (i, t)z_(F , (2a)
that the resulting equation to be solved is given by

or equivalently

i(?_/3t)_P(-f,t) = {H0 +ezEmaxf(t)sin(,_t)}ud(f;,t) , (1)
2

-11 -1., .7_dtei._tldFq_ • (F, t)_(F, t) (2b)where H 0 is the atomic Hamiltonian which includes the = (" (72 - Tl) f-r
kinetic energies and the Coulombic interactions. The
atom-field interaction term corresponds to a linearly

polarized laser field with a slowly varying envelope where _ = [H, IH,z]] is tile acceleration form of the
given by f(t). Equation (1) is an initia! v31ue problem dipole. Tile latter choice is more tractable because it
with the field-free ground stat", of the atom being the weights tile value of the wave function near the origin,
solution at t = 0. which is more likely to be uncontaminated by numeri-

It turns out that it is not possible to solve Eq. (1) cal errors. 1° The use of the acceleration form allows us
exactly for a multi-electron atom using present computa- to obtain converged harmonic emission spectra for
tional capabilities. However, we have demonstrated that much higher intensities than would have been possible
a sufficiently accurate solution for the rare gases can be with Eq. (2a). For the hydrogen atom, _.is simply
obtained using a single-active-electron (SAE) model. 7 In -z/r3+Emaxfi(t)sin(,#). Because the entire multi-electron
this approximation, simultaneous, multiple excitations wave function appears in the dipole moment expres-
of the atomic electrons are neglected. We separately sions, contributions from the individual active electrons
determine the response to the driving field of each add coherently, li The interval for the transform is cho-
valence-shell electron in the potential generated by the sen to be well after the turn-on to minimize transient
nuclear attraction and the remaining electrons, frozen in effects. Equation (2) provides the emission spectrum for
their initial orbitals. This results in soMng an equation a given intensity and wavelength. Because the atoms
similar to Eq. (1) but with an appropriate single-particle within the laser focus experience a range of intensities
effective potential 8 for tile orbital of each "active" elec- during the pulse, these calculations must be repeated
tron. From the evolution of the time-dependent orbitals, for many intensities. For driving laser pulses shorter
we can extract the rates and strengths of tile desired elec- than 50 fs, the transform in Eq. (2) is taken over tile

tron and photon emission processes, entire pulse because under these circumstances the
We determine the value of tile time-dependent elec- transient effects are real and can be significant.

tronic orbitals on a grid of points defined in either a The same calculations also provide the ionization
cylindrical or spherical c ")rdinate system. The linear rates of tile atom for these wavelengths and intensities.
polarization of the lasey .,eld means the wave functi, r, Harmonic generation from a neutral atom decreases dra-
has cylindrical symmetry, and therefore, only two spa- matically when tile atom ionizes because the polarizabil-
tial dimensions are involved. The kinetic energy opera- ity of the remaining ion is substantially lower than the
tions are carried out using finite differences and the neutral. Therefore, it is important to determine the life-
time propagation wa a Peacemann-Rachford implicit time of an atom in the field in order to evaluate the total
scheme. 3 Fhe development of tile SAE model has been emission during tile pulse. Of course, ions subjected to
a very significant advance in this field as it has made much higher intensities will become polarized, emitting
possible the study of strongly nonperturbative pro- harL.onic photons up to the point when they themselves
cesses with modest computational effort. Its success become ionized. The ionization rates are determined by
demonstrates that the ionization and polarization calculating the flux of probability through a surface well
dynamics of the rare gases are dominated by single removed from the atom. 3 In Fig. 1, we show the calcu-
excitations in the strong field reg:me, lated 12ionization rates for neutral and singly ionized

We follow tile evolution of the txme-dependent wave helium as functions of laser intensity for tile two wave-
function for a pulse, f(t), which rises over five to ten opti- lengths used in the harmonic generation studies of
cal cycles, then is held constant over several additional Crane et al.2 From these results, it is clear that, in a 1-ps

pulse, the peak intensity in which helium will survive is
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approximately 6 x 1014 W/cm 2 and for tile ion is 5 x 1015 arrows in Figs. 3 and 4. For a given pulse length, the

W/cre 2. Also, we note that the rates at these intensities atom will experience a maximum intensity before ion-

are only weakly dependent on the wavelength, even izing, which is called tile saturation intensity, ]sat' If the

though it requires at least 21 1053-nm photons as com- peak intensity in tile pulse exceeds/sat' the cutoff will
pared to 11 of the 527-nm photons to ionize helium. This be defined by the ponderomotive energy at tile satura-

is a clear manifestation of the nonperturbative nature of tion intensity.

the dynamics under these conditions. As a result of this scaling law, we can identify a num-

Figure 2 shows tile emission spectrum for helium at ber of important factors in maximizing high-energy har-

an intensity of 3 x 1014 W/cre 2 at 527 nm. The spectrum monic production. First, for a given pulse length, we

shows the characteristic structure of emission in the want to work near the saturation intensity for the species

nonperturbative regime. I0 There is a broad background

on which there are narrow peaks at frequencies corre-

sponding to odd multiples of the incident photon 1°-3

energy. Because of the inversion symmetry of an atom 10_.__
in a linearly polarized field, evel! harmonics are forbid-

den. The harmonic strengths exhibit the following pat- 10-" -
tern: a rather rapid decline for the first few orders, then

a broad plateau of approximately constant intensity, _'__ 10" -

followed by an abrupt cutoff. Tile width of the har- _

monic peaks is determined by the shorter of the ioniza- "_ 1(/-_ -

tion lifetime, or tile pulse length. If we consider only

the harnlonic strengths as functions of intensity, we see l()-t_

the plateau rises and broadens with increasing inten-

sitv. This is shown in Fig. 3, where emission strengths 1°-_ -

for three different intensities are displayed. From exten- 10_.7
sive calculations on many realistic and model systems, 5 _) 13 17 21 25 2g 33

we have identified a simple scaling law for tile cutoff in ttarmonic order

tile plateau 12 that depends only on the field-free ioniza- FIGURE 2. Calculated single atom photoemission spectrum in
tion potential I 0 the wavelength and the intensity I. The helium for an incident intensity of 3 x 1014W/cre 2at 527 nra. The
plateau is fotlnd to end at approximately spectrum shows the characteristic structure of emission in the non-

perturbative regime. There is a broad background on which there are
narrow peaks at frequencies corresponding to odd multiples of the

Ema x =- lt) + 3U I, , (3) incident photon energy.

where Lip, which is given by I/4m 2 in atomic units, is

the ponderomotive (or quiver) energy of a free electron l0 _

in the field. We indicate this predicted cutoff by the "X_'_ -<>- 1 × lt)j410-" -Kd-- 3 x 10N

11)I_

_, liT"
"5_-

10 II "o

-- lO--ii __

,'_ I()" 10-I_ -

10-_
1"111"1

107 / -O- ite, 527nm 1 I1 21 31 41 51Itarmonic order
O --0-- t kv, 527 nm

FIGURE 3. Calculated emission strengths ,at the harmonic frequen-
lt)_ I ] L,, I I I I I I I ] I I l I I I cies for helium at three different incident intensities at 527 nra. The

l{II1 I(11_ plateau in the spectrum rises and broadens with increasing intensity.
Intensity (W/cre 2) We have identified a simple scaling law for the cutoff in the plateau

that depends only on field ionization potential, the wavelength, and
FI(;UI(I£ 1. Calculated ionization rates for helium at(nn and ion as the intensity. The arrows indicate our predicted cutoff.
functions .f laser intensity. The peak-intensity thai helium will sur-
rive in a I-ps pulse is approximately h x 1(I14_,_,I/Clll 2 and for ion is
5 x li}I'__V/Clll 2.
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of interest. This will result in the highest conversion effi- dependent because of the changing excitation of the
ciency and highest energy harmonics. For peak intensi- atoms and the creation of free electrons. The effect on
ties higher than the saturation intensity, the source will tile harmonic fields is generally stronger than for the
be destroyed during the rise of the pulse. Second by pump. As a result, there will be both constructive and
using shorter pulses, higher peak intensities can be destructive interference possible d-iring propagation.
employed, again leading to more and stronger harmon- To study tile interterence, we also developed the capa-
ics. Also atoms with higher ionization potentials can sur- bility to calculate the effects of phase matching in the
vive to higher intensities producing broader plateaus, nonperturbative regime. This has allowed us to obtain
This leads to the question as to whether it is more desir- as complete a picture as possible of the factors that lead
able to generate harmonics from ions rather than neu- to optimization of harmonic conversion. This part of
trals because of the higher ionization potentials for ions. our work has been in collaboration with A. U Huillier,
This is clearly the case. 12In Fig. 4(a), we show that the who is the author of the phase-matching code we are
helium ion, whose saturation intensity for a 1-ps pulse is now using. 14-1(_

approximately 5 x 1015W/cre 2, will emit harmonic pho- We solve the usual paraxial wave equation 15for Eq,
tons with energies above 400 eV (less than 3 nm). the envelope of the qth harmonic
Figure 4(b) shows the advantage of using longer pump

wavelengths as predicted by Eq. (3) to produce high- _E,l
energy harmonics by comparing results in neutral V2 E,1+ 2ikq az
helium for 1053 and 527 nm. Although the emission

strength for the shorter wavelength pump is higher for = _4rt(q(,_/c)2pqexp{_ifZ_Ak,l(z,)dz,__ _ r _ (4)

tile harmonics within its plateau, the cutoff is much
k J

higher for the longer wavelength.

in terms of Pq, the atomic polarization field at q(o. The
propagation is carried out using a finite differencePhase-Matching Calculations
scheme. 1('The solution of Eq. (4) provides the instanta-

From the results of the previous section in which we neous harmonic field amplitude. We obtain the num-
considered only the emission strengths of individual ber of harmonic photons along with their spatial,
atoms, it appears that longer wavelengths are superior temporal and spectral characteristics by solving Eq. (4)
for high-energy harmonic production as is the use of for several time increments that snan the r_ulse P and1" 1" ' q

ions as the active medium. However, there is a second, Akq (= kq - qk 1), the phase mismatch, depend on time
equally important factor in the macroscopic conversion because of the temporal variation of the laser intensity,
efficiency. This is the propagation of the generated har- tile depletion of tile atomic (or ionic) medium through
monic fields. 13,MThe phase of tile high-order polariza- ionization, and because of the change in the indices of
tion field of each atom is set by the phase of the driving refraction due to the appearance of free electrons.
field at the atom. As these macroscopic fields propagate lt is widely accepted, based on experiments on weak
through tile medium, their phases are modified by the field harmonic conversion, that high-order fields pro-
indices of refraction at tile harmonic wavelengths. This duced by a focused laser cannot phase-match in a dis-

is also true for the pump field. The refractive indices persive medium. The reason for this is that the
are different at different wavelengths and are tirne coherence length, the distance over which the phase

FIGURE4. Calculated 10-4

harmonic emission ]|(a) _(b}

IL_ _ tie, 527nm ]iJ;]__ _ -- Fie,527nm

rates at the saturation 10-_' I
intensities. (a)Com- [_ I - -- Ite*, 527nm --- He, 1053nm
parison between emis- FVsit,,, from neutral _, 10-_ _!_I_

heliumand the ion at _ I_¢.. _

527 nna.(b)Compari-T.____ 10--I,i__ | 1 i,, 4 .L II l_y_4t_lll_{4_t'_

son between spectra I | ;t I1.,, -I I _ I.* 1_j.,,_ # .

for neutral heliunaat L l r 1 "lli'11,#_,,",xt._i_r_.different incident 10 12
[ I ' '' "'waveh.,ngths,at527 nm

vs 11.)53nra. The 10-'41 r I I ....I x L I I I I
arrows indicate our 0 100 200 300 400 500 tl 1013 200 300 400 500

predicted cutoffs, l'hottnaenergy (ck/) l'hoton energy (ck,')
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between the pump and harmonic field, increases by Jr, the individual atoms. Therefore, while we can predict
exactly matches to the distance over which the polar- the structure of the emission spectrum from the atomic
ization, induced by the laser, has appreciable amplitude, calculations alone, we need to solve Eq. (4) in order to
This coincidence occurs only when the polarization obtain tile absolute conversion efficiency.
component for the qth harmonic scales as the incident One of the most thoroughly studied cases of nonper-
electric field to the qth power, i. e., according to the low- turbative harmonic generation is the conversion in
est-order perturbation theory. 15In the nonperturbative xenon of a 40-ps Nd:YAG laser (1.064 _lm). 9'14-17 The

regime, the single-atom harmonic strengths vary much group at Saclay, France has done a parameter study of
more slowly with incident intensity. Therefore, the dis- the conversion efficiency, varying the intensity, confocal
tance over which there is appreciable amplitude in the parameter, the position of the focus relative to the center

high-order polarizations can be many times the coher- of the gas jet, and the gas density. 18 We have collabo-
ence length. Since the single-atom harmonic spectrum rated with them on a complete calculation of the emis-
exhibits a plateau, the intensity dependences of the sion spectrum, combining the single-active-electron
emission strengths within the plateau must all be simi- polarizabilities and a calculation of the propagation for
lar. The emission strengths are found to scale approxi- the relevant experimental parameters. In Fig. 6, we com-
mately as a power of the incident field intensity with pare our calculated harmonic photon yields and their
the exponent in tile range of 5-10 depending on the experimental results for four different peak-laser inten-
atom. This effective order slowly decreases with sities. 16The total number of photons is given by
increasing intensity.

In Fig. 5, we compare tile 13th harmonic field pro-

duced by a perturbative polarization to that from a nq = (c/4hqo_)f E,l(r, z', t) 2 rdrdt , (5)
polarization field that varies as tile fifth power of the

field (I Pql - N01 d((,9)I - I E1 I-_')On the left side of this
figure, we show the dipole amplitudes, and on the where z' is at the far edge of the active mediurn. The
right, the amplitude of the resultant harmonic field, density of xenon atoms was 5 x 1017/crn3, the confocal
The laser propagation direction is left to right, and the parameter is 1.5 mm and the width of the jet is 1 nam.
fields shown are for a constant density distribution of The intensities considered in Fig. 6 range almost down
width equal to the horizontal dimension plotted. In the to the perturbative regime up to twice the saturation
perturbative case, both fields are strongly localized in intensity. The fall off with order for the lowest incident
the center of tile mediuna at the point of peak intensity intensity is reminiscent of earlier long-pulse results,
and have a width equal to tile coherence length. The where higher orders were never expected to be observ-
harmonic yield is given by tile total amplitude at the able. In the highest intensity case, most of the atoms in
far side of tile active medium. This is negligibly small
because of the destructive interference after the peak.
On the other hand, in the nonperturbative case, tile
harmonic field shows the expected destructive interfer-
ence over each coherence length, but because the

amplitude of tile source is nlore extended, the har-
monic propagates out of the medium. One of the most
surprising and felicitous results of nonperturbative
harmonic generation is that reasonable phase matching
can be achieved for a focused pump, even in a disper-
sive medium. This makes possible the development of
strong XUV sources witll quite modest laser drivers. '

The laser can be focused in order to achieve the inten- 'i_' _ c;_,_
sity needed for tile nonperturbative atomic response

,x\\\,"

and the harmonic fields will still be able to propagate
through tile medium. IP,t(r,-)l IE,i(,,:)1

A second aspect of the effective orders of the FI(;URE 5. Perturbative (upper plots) and nonperturbative (lower

plateau harmonics being similar is that the phase- plots}polarizationfield (left side) and propagated harmonicfield
matching factors are ,_lso comparable for the different amplitudes (rightside). The polarization field for the latter case is
orders. This results ill the macroscopic, phase-matched assumed to varv as the amplitude of the incident laser field to thefifth prover.
spectrum having a very similar appearance to that of
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the center of the focus are ionized well before tile laser Additional experiments have shown tile reliability
reaches its peak. Therefore, the generated harmonics of the scaling law for the maximum harmonic order
come mostly from the rising edge of the pulse and are given by Eq. (3). Macklin et al. 19 from Stanford have

weakly defocused by the electrons being produced, seen up to tile 109th order of an 806-nra, 125-fs pulse in
The effect of ionization for this density is mostly in neon. They report that these harmonics are all from the
depleting the active medium, not in reducing the out- neutrals, as predicted by our scaling law. L' Huillier
put because of the increased dispersion. For higher and coworkers 2° observed the 133rd harmonic from a
densities, the role of electrons will become much more 1-ps, 1053-nm laser, also in neon. They did not see a
profound, affecting not only the harmonic phase cutoff because of detector limitations, but we would
matching but also the propagation of the pump beam predict the plateau of the neutral would extend above
itself. The agreement between the calculated and mea- the 153rd harmonic. This result, combined with the

sured yields indicates both that we have a good under- 526-nm result of Crane et al. 2 (in helium) shows the
standing of phase matching for these conditions and benefit of using longer pump wavelengths to reach
that our single-active-electron approximation is valid very high-energy harmonics. Again we note the con-
for the ionization and photon emission rates, version efficiency is generally higher wh,.:n the inci-

The experiments of Crane et al. 2 in helium show a dent wavelength is shorter, but, of course, the number
plateau that extends up to the 45rd harmonic when of harmonics is lower. From these studies, we found

excited by a 650-fs pulse at 526 nm with a peak intensity that most harmonic photons observed to date come
above 1017 W/cm 2. From Fig. 1, we conclude the satura- from neutral atoms, but some harmonics from ions are

tion intensity of neutral helium is a_proximately 6 x beginning to be obtained. In either case, the emission
1014W/cre 2 and of the ion is 5 x 101- W/cm 2. Therefore, process involve, transitions from states well above the

there is plenty of intensity to polarize either the atoms ionization limil. This is clearly a very different physical
or ions in the focal volume. Our calculations predict that regime from that encountered previously in the field of
tile harmonics frorn tile neutral should cut off after the laser-atonl interactions.

35th, so that we believe the higher orders observed are

because of the emission from ions. We also predict the Summaryion emission should extend up to 177th order [Fig. 4(a)].
In more recent experiments, harmonics up to 67th order We have presented an overview of recent deve|op-
have been seen. The difficulty in seeil G these very high ments in the theory of harmonic conversion of short-
orders is most likely the result of the poor phase match- pulse, high-intensity optical lasers in atomic gases. Tile
ing in the presence of the electrons that must accom- effort included both the determination of the single-

pany the production of an ionic mediurn. 16 atom ernission spectrum and the phase matching of tile
harmonic fields as they propagate through the excited

l()__ medium. Because the atomic (ionic) excitation dynamics
are dominated by single-particle excitations, accurate
calculations are feasible with moderate computational
effort. We extended tile theory of phase matching into a

_, 1¢)" new physical regime where traditional beliefs about the
efficacy of tile process were found to be incorrect.

The physical process of high-order harmonic gener-
J07 ation benefits from two fortunate factors present in tile

_ nonperturbative regime. First, the atomic spectrum

¢-.

exhibits a broad, surprisingly strong plateau of har-
z l().__ monics. This means that, in the nonperturbative

regime, processes of varying orders are found to be
comparable in strength. The decrease with order of

l()_ I I I nonlinear processes expected from the perturbative
3 7 11 15 19 23 limit is violated much to our advantage. Tile second

Ilarmonic ¢,rder beneficial phenomenon is that the slow variation of tile

FK;URf-6. Absolute comparis(_nbetween the measured and calcu- harmonic emission strengths with incident intensity
lated harmonic yields in xenon h_ra 40-psNd:YA(, pump laser."fhe results in unexpectedly strong phase matching. As a
intensitesconsidered here range almostdown to the perturbative result of these two factors, we expect this process will
regime up to twice the saturation intensity. The fall-off with order for be widely exploited as a relatively inexpensive source

the lowest incident intensity is reminiscent ¢_f earlier long-pulse of high-brightness, coherent, short-pulse XUV radia-
results, where higher orders were never observed

tion The development of solid-state pump lasers
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Two-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

OF ULTRA-INTENSE, SHORT-PULSE
LASER-PLASMA INTERACTIONS

S. C. Wilks

W. L. Kruer

A. B. Langdon

Introduction these applications requires the knowledge of laser-
One of the most exciting frontiers in physics plasma interactions of sucll pulses.

today is the interaction of ultrashort, ultra-intense This article will focus on a particular type of laser-
(I > 1017 W/cre 2) laser pulses with dense plasmas, plasma interaction: we will characterize the interaction
Short pulse lasers open up new avenues of research of intense pulses of light with a preformed plasma
which enable experimenters to access a strongly non- which may have a scale length greater than or equal to
linear regime of laser-plasma interactions. This regime a laser wavelength. The scale length is a measure of the
is characterized by relativistic effects and large light slope of t._e plasma density at a particular point in the
pressures. For many years, there was only incremental plasma. We will see that collective electron motion can
progress towards achieving peak powers and focused give rise to intensely driven instabilities in the under-
irradiances for pulses less than or equal to a picosec- dense plasma, and in resonantly driven plasma waves
ond (10q2 s). The first high-power lasers were typi- near the critical density. The critical density is defined
cally CO 2 lasers with wavelengths of 10 _tm, maximum as the density in the plasma at which the laser light fre-
intensity of 1016W/cm 2, and pulse lengths measured quency m,, equals the plasma frequency m , whereu,_ 9 . _ -P •,,- 1/
in nanoseconds (10-9 s). However, these lasers were mp = (4nne /m e) +. Here n _s the electron denmty and
expensive and were exclusively research lasers, m e is the electron mass. These two mechanisms allow
Carmen et al) and Bach et al. 2 determined many prop- for efficient laser light absorption by the plasma, and
erties of intense laser-plasma interactions, such as for the production of MeV electrons.
super hot electrons and enhanced absorption) We will report on a variety of computer simulation

Recently, however, a fundamental discovery enabled results for this new laser-plasma interaction regime. We

experimenters to stretch short laser pulses, amplify find that even for normal incidence (i.e., the propaga-
these stretched pulses, and recompress them to the tion direction of the laser is at 90 ° to the surface of the
original length. 4 This development, known as chirped- target), the absorption of ultra-intense laser light by
pulse arnplification, made the recent progress in the plasma electrons near critical surface of the plasma can
development of relatively inexpensive ultra-intense be as high as 60%. We also find that we can predict the
(/}2 > 1018W • _.tm2/cnl2), short-pulse (< 1 ps) lasers 5 temperature of the hot electrons produced near the criti-
possible. This progress led to a dramatic increase in two cal surface by simply knowing the associated pondero-
important laser parameters: (1) peak power, which is a motive potential of the incident laser. Of particular
measure of how much energy can be delivered in a importance is the laser's ability to bore a hole deep into
given time, and (2) focused irradiance or I)v2, which is a the overdense plasma, and steepen up the critical sur-
measure of the laser intensity in a focused spot. In fact, face of the plasma to much less than a wavelength of the
experiments using table-top terrawatt-class lasers incident light. We then discuss the results of some simu-
(capable of producing more than 1018 W • _.tm2/cm 2) lations that provide insight to current experiments by C.
are now being performed in the ultrahigh intensity, Darrow, D. Klem, and S. Lane here at LLNL. By compar-
short pulse regime in many laboratories around the ing the simulation results and experimental results, we
world. Possible applications for these lasers are cur- can infer a range for the scale lengths present in the
rently under investigation. Some examples are: drivers experiment. We conclude with a brief description of the
for x-ray lasers/',7 harmonic generation, 8 and the laser role of Raman instability and various self-focusing
wakefield accelerator. 9 Successful implementation of mechanisms that occur in the underdense plasma.
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Computer Simulation Set-Up oblique incidence this heating can be Mgnificant even
ill addition to resonance absorption for sufficiently

We used ZOHAR, I° a 2-D particle-in-cell (PlC), intense laser pulses. For even higher intensities, the
electromagnetic, relativistic electron, mobile ion code electron motion in the field of the light wave becomes
to study this complex interaction regime. First, a large strongly relativistic when the irradiance of the laser
number of particles, typically on the order of one rail- exceeds/)_ > 10I_ W • Hm2/cm 2. The momentun3 asso-
lion, are laid down on a two-dimensional grid, about ciated witfi the oscillatory motion ot: the electron in the
10 x 50 Z.()(where)v()is a laser wavelength). The particles light wave, given by ]_sc/mec, is a measure of how
are assigned some initial velocity distribution, usually relativistic the electron molion gets. This momentum
a Maxwellian, corresponding to some initial tempera- is the relativistic extension of the oscillatory velocity

" "_ /2
ture for the plasma. The charge and current densities of nn electron in a light wave, v = 25.6 (l_,a) 1()SL" i

associated with the particles are then computed. The where/2_ is in W • .una2/cnl 2 . A ntlnlber of interesting
electric and magnetic fields are calculated according to effects anse when we began to study tiffs extremely
Maxwell's equations using the charge and current den- nonlinear regime.
sities as sources. The particles are then moved, accord- The first set of simulations will concentrate on light

ing to the relativistically correct Lorentz force equation, that is normally incident onto an overdense plasma
depending on the electric and magnetic fields obtained. (n = 2no,.). We assume the laser to have a finite spot,
New charge and current densities are then calculated, corresponding to a focused beam with laalf-width 2.5 L0.
and this process is repeated. Mobile ions, with a realistic The plasma has initial dimensions of 5 x 6.75 Hre.
mass of 2000 times the mass of an electron are pushed Immediately, a very strong, higla-frequency electro-
with a nonrelativistic mover. The electric field of the static field is set up at the vacuum-plasma interface.
laser which is launched from the left boundary can This field is the relativistic equivalent of the J x B force
either be in the plane of motion of the particles (p-polar- discussed above, and the associated force on the elec-
ization), or out of the plane (s-polarization). Assuming trons at the interface is given by I_ = V('f - I )m c2,

") . 9 9 9 " l" t'

that the laser light has a wavelength of I Hre, the runs where y'- = ( ! + I;-/mt,_c-). Althot_gh generally nonres-
can typically be carried out for up to a picosecond, onant, this field can still accelerate electrons near the

The main advantage of using PIC in studying plasma
processes is that na,my nonlinearities that would other-
wise require tremel_dous effort to include in analytical
solutions are inherent in the PIC simulation method. Pie Ta o,",,XI

simulations are traditionally used to gain insight into targel
long pulse, laser-plasma interactions. The equations
are solved on a time scale dictated by the plasma fre- Specular

quency _'_1-'._A plasma period T = 2_/mp is typically on reflectedlight "N
the order oi a femtosecond so only a few picoseconds
can be simulated before computer time becomes pro-
hibitively long. Since until recently, most laser systems
had pulse lengths on the order of nanoseconds, it was
necessary to extra pola te the results of the si mula tion to
the tree laser plasma conditions in a realistic experiment.
lt is now possible to actually simulate the entire laser
pulse, as pulse lengths are now measured in hundreds Bh_wn-_,ff
of ferntoseconds, t4asma

Simulation Results ,
input

The parameter space we explore is an extension of
previous laser-plasma physics critical to understand-
ing direct-drive fusion. We begin bv examining an
interesting form of laser light absorption which FI(;LIRI(1. An intense, shorlpulse laser incid'entontoa preformed

pl,lSllhl. Ill d t r,lt'tioll of ,I pit't)St't.'tHk], thf iOllS ill the tlndt'l'dtqlst,occurs when a laser is normally incident onto an

overdense plasnaa (Fig. I ). Kruer and Estabrook, II plasnaawhich lit' in the patla_}tthe laserart,ejected transvt'rst,lv.Moslof the last,r's t'lltTgy {hen goes into ,_t'llt'l'dlill,d, Ilol (Mt'VI t'lt'tlr_uls a{

studied this absorption mechanism for irradiances the Met'pened criticalstutact,. Bt,catmst,til the large ptmdt,rtmat_tive

up to l0 Is W • Hm2/cm 2, and found that absorption ft)rteassociatt,dwith the laser at thisSlll't0ct,,lilt)sl t)t lilt' Stll'hWe will
caused by the J x B heating could become significant be acceh'raled into lhr' ovt,rdt,lv_t, plasma regitm. Wt, simulah,d this

as the intensity of the laser increases. In fact, for rt.git,n f,,r this w,rk.
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vacuum-plasma interface. The frequency of this wave obtain reasonable agreement with tile estimate for
is 2m_,wl,ich means that twice every cycle, a group of Th,>tgiven above. Some experimental restllts are also
electrons will be accelerated into the plasma by this included for comparison (Fig. 3). 2'13'14

ponderomotive force. This n'_otion will show up as One of the most interesting aspects of this intera,'tion
short "bursts" of high-energy electrons, separated by a is that the light pressure is sufficiently strong that it actu-
distance of half of a laser wavelength, or tw/t0{}in the ally bores a hole into and past the critical surface. This
Pxvs x plots (F'_g.2). This absorption rnec,anism is interaction is a variation on the steepening seen in the
similar to Brunel's not-so-resonant, resonance absorp- strongly driven resonance absorption cases. However,
tion 12(to be discussed later), though it differs in that since the light is now focused, a hole forms as the critical
here, the electrostatic field associated with the pon- surface is pushed back, its depth increasing with time
deromotive force, not the electric field of the laser, (Fig. 4). This process occurs because the light pressure PL,
drives electrons across the vacuum-plasma interface, of the laser light is extremely high: PL= 21/c = 6 x 103
Because tile maximum amount of energy that the elec- Mbar for I = 101_W/cm 2. The velocity of the steepened
trons can gain in this interaction is on the order of the front moving into the overdense plasma can be estimated
ponderomotive potential, it is not surprising that the by balancing the momentum flux of tile mass flow with
temperature associated with these accelerated electrons the light pressure. The front velocity is given by
is essentially given by the ponderomotive potential.

We find that the temperature of hot electrons injected u/c = [(llcr/2Jlpe)(Zme/M)(IX2/1.37 x 1018)] 1/2 (2)
into the overdense plasma can be estimated by

Here u._ is the electron density, u is the ion frontl-e
Thot = 1(1+ Ik_t/1.4 X 1018)1/2- 1] X511 keV . (1) velocity, M is tile ion mass, and Z the charge state. For

the exam ple, a ,simulation with parameters, #l"c/#l't"c,- = 4,
"_ 19 2 9 ,We can see from Eq. (1) that for irradiance over Znle/M = 1/2000, and IX:= 10 W •l.tm /cre _gave a

1018W •l.lm2/cm 2, electron temperatures of greater front velocity of 11= 0.025c, which is in good agreement
than 100 keV are possible, and for irradiance of with the above estimate. Note that this inward acceler-
1019 W • t.lm2/crn 2, MeV temperatures are obtained, ation produces energetic ions with energies of about
A number of simulations were done at these high 10-3 Mc 2. The inward acceleration of the critical
intensities, and the results are shown in Fig. 3 along surface can be experimentally verified by observing a
with the above estimate for Thor, which is based on red shifting in the frequency of the reflected light. In
the ponderomotive potential of the laser. As expected, fact the expected blue shifting of the reflected light
when we take an average of the results for the two caused by ponderomotive effects at the critical surface
different electric field polarizations (s and p), wt?can decreases 15in experiments with lower intensity lasers

(Ik 2 = 1015 W • I.tm2/CiTI 2 ).

12

I) ltl 2li 3i) li) 17 lOis li) I"

l.lmgiludinal direction, X(('/(i), I_._ (W-_ilYI 21CII'I 2)

FI(;URIT.2. A snapshot lit electrtm phast, space (Pxvs x) at time FI(;URE 3. Simul,lti_m results fin"the heated electrim temperalure vs
(%t = 180. In this 2-1)simulation, the intensity would be, 10 Iii W/fm 2,

irradi,mce ali)rig with the estimate of the temperature Cp,which is
f.r a 1-1.trulaser, based (m the p(}lldt,ri_m/llive pt_telltial of the laser. I ligh-intensity

experimental results from Stanford, LLNL, and I.ANL tire also
ilwluded tllr comparis.l_.
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As the hole forms, tile absorption increases because surface develops (Fig. 5a). Although tile interaction of
tile electric field associated with the laser can now drive tile light with the critical surface is similar to the "bub-
electrons on tile wall of tile channel, first pulling them ble" formation studied by Estabrook and Valeo 17,and

into the channel and then ejecting them laterally into by Kindel et al. la, tile interaction differs in two respects.
the plasma. This type of absorption is like that dis- First, the pressure associated with the central bubble is
cussed by Brunel, 12which is similar to resonant so intense, that it is accelerated into the overdense
absorption in a steep density gradient. In addition, plasma (Fig. 5b). Secondly, the perturbation is actually
the absorption caused by J x B heating continues at the seeded by tile motion of the electrons due to the pon-
deepest part of the hole. Eventually, tile hole becomes deromotive force of the light in tile underdense portion
so deep that almost all of the laser light is absorbed of the plasma, well before the ions have a chance to
either at tile deepest part of the channel, or along the move. The Rayleigh-Taylor-like instability, vehich devel-
sides. This process was confirmed by simulations that ops on the critical surface, is caused by the photons (the
show an increase in the absorption relative to time, light fluid) effectively accelerating tile critical surface of

with the increase in the p-polarization cases being more tile plasma (tile heavy fluid). Similar to the sharp inter-
dramatic than the s-polarization cases. In tile case of face case discussed above, as tile pulse continues to

p-polarization, the electrons can be directly driven by propagate, the absorption increases as the central hole
the laser in the x-y plane, across the density gradient. In deepens. Other simulations, with various scale lengths
an experiment, there would be no difference between and intensities show similar behavior.
the two cases, for this normally incident case.

Another interesting effect is the generation of Comparison with Current
extremely large magnetic fields in the overdense region
of the plasma around the channel. Figure 4 shows mag- LLNL Experiment
netic field contours at %_t = 600 on the plane where the Ongoing experiments here at LLNL 13 focus a
particles rnove (x-y plane). Tile periodic structure in the Nd:glass laser at 1.0 _tm to a few times the diffraction-
vacuum region to the left of the vacutma-plasma bound- lirnited spot to produce intensities up to 1018 W/cm 2.
ary (the dark line) is associated with the incident light The laser pulse has a full width at half maximum of
wave. Tlm contours inside tile plasma denote an intense, about 1 ps, and is focused onto a solid target (typically
nonoscillatory magnetic field generated by electron either tantalum or aluminum) at an angle of 22 ° from
heating around the laser spot. In Fig. 4, the irradiance is the normal of the target. This short, picosecond pulse
I;<2 = 1019W. Mm2/cm 2, and the resulting static magnetic

field has a value of about 250 Megagauss. The genera- 4o
¢.\

tion of large magnetic fields was noted in a nunaber of o ,,
related studies, 3'12'1_'but they differ from the present ,, "--"
result in the following ways. In tile Helios experiment, "" "° " "(=>
similar magnetic fields were generated in the under- _"_ _ l Bin _

" _' '-5_I
dense plasma. ° Additionally, for oblique incidence of c__ _._ _,."_ o
intense lasers onto sharp vacuum-plasma interfaces, a Z: ¢ _'- ""'_ o
large static B-field along the surface ttf the interface was e, , _-.-_ ,,,

o

noted by both Brune112 and Estabrook. I_ "_--. --'_1 % \ (-,
Related simulations with scale lengths greater than ._ --,'e_.,_....... .,_ ,,

or on the order of a wavelength of the incident light _ 2(} q _._ I ._ , ,_
wave were performed. The scale length of the plasma,

L = n(dn/dx) -1, is essentially a measure of the steep- _ 0
ness of the slope of the plasma density near the critical _'= o (_o.
density. These simulations show what happens when
the intense pulse is incident onto a vacuum-plasma
interface formed by a prepulse, and the plasma is
expanding into the vacuum from tile surface of a solid "_
target. These simulations begin with a plasma density
that is ramped from 0 tct 4 ncr, over a distance of 4_,, B°ut
with an additional amount of plasma at 4 ncr behind the 0 [ I
ramp. The incident laser is focused as above, with a _) tc) 20 30

= "_ _ Longitudinal directional,x (c/%,)peak intensity ttf l)v2 5 x 10la W • um_/cm "-,and is
s-polarized. As tile laser light enters the system from FI(;URE4. Spatial contoursof the magnitude of the magnetic field
tile left and begins to interact with the critical surface I_,present in the overdense plasma.The incident intensity was
near the middle of the simulation box, a corrugated t, x l0 Is W/cre 2.
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is actually riding on top of another lower intensity happens as the ultra-intense laser pulse is incident on

pulse, called the pedestal which is typically a few hun- this density gradient. A series of simulations were
dred picoseconds long. Although the intensity of the done for a linearly ramped plasma density with a scale
pedestal is roughly 3 orders of magnitude lower than length of 2 _.tm.The laser intensity was varied between
the main pulse, it is still capable of creating a pre- 2 × 1016 < 17.2 < 1018 W. _tm2/cm 2, and was directed at
formed plasma. The intense picosecond pulse interacts an angle of 22 ° with respect to the normal of the target.
with this preformed plasma which has an estimated The plasma density was ramped up to a maximum
scale length of between I and 30 t-_mnear the critical density of 2ncr.
surface, depending on whether the pedestal is intense Initially, we observe an intense form of resonance
enough to steepen up the plasma density near critical, absorption placing near critical. This phenomenon was

The initial stage of the above interaction occurs studied for lower intensities in the early days of laser
when the intense, 1-ps pulse hits the critical surface, fusion by many researchers. 18,19Briefly described,
The pressure associated with the picosecond pulse is so when p-polarized light is incident at an angle to a
intense, that it literally "pushes" the critical surface into density gradient, the laser is reflected at a density of ncr-
the solid. The pressure allows for even more steepening cos20. However, the electric field of the laser tunnels the
of the critical surface as the pulse continues to interact distance to critical, where it resonantly drives up a
with the critical surface. This interaction soon makes plasma oscillation. Electrons can then be accelerated by

the scale length less than a laser wavelength of the inci- this plasma oscillation down the gradient, thus absorb-

dent laser light, and a hydrodynamical equilibrium ing a large fraction of the energy present in the laser.
may be set up However, this process may take a signif- Figure 6(a) is a plot of the longitudinal momentum vs
icant fraction of the picosecond pulse. In the early CO 2 longitudinal position. We see that a large plasma wave
laser experiments, a hydrodynamical equilibrium was has resonantly built up near the critical surface, and the
quickly set up in the first few picoseconds of the pulse, associated electric field is accelerating electrons down
Since the pulses were nanoseconds long, the interaction the gradient. In contrast to experiments at lower intensi-
was considered to be steady state because the laser ties, these electrons can easily reach energies of 1--4 MeV,

pressure balances the plasma pressure for essentially depending on the intensity of the incident laser (Fig. 3).
the entire duration of the pulse. Our work studies the When these electrons exit the plasma, they are attracted
transition to equilibrium, as well as the final equilib- back into the plasma due to the ion charge left behind.
rium state of a steepened profile. The equal importance The more massive ions are essentially stationary on the
of both the transition to, and final state of hydrody- time scale of the electrons. The electrons are then acceler-

namic equilibrium sets this work apart from previous ated back into the dense plasma with essentially the
long pulse, intense laser-plasma studies, same energy they had when they were accelerated down

To model the transition from a long scale length the gradient. Evidence for electrons with these energies

plasma to one in hydrodynamical equilibrium, we will have been inferred in recent ultra-intense, laser-plasma
begin with a slightly steepened profile to find out what interaction experiments. 14
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Another mechanism that may lead to MeV electrons (where the intensity is highest). As a result, the laser
is the Raman instability ill tile underdense plasrna, beam focuses down to a diameter of about a wave-
Stimulated Raman scattering is a process where all inci- length of tlle laser light, resulting in intensities several
dent light wave decays into a plasma wave and a scat- times greater than its original intensity. In addition,
tered light wave. For ultra-intense lasers, the spatial large transverse ponderomotive force begins to expel

growth length for the instability call be just a few wave- ions frorn the channel on a longer time scale. This com-
lengths of light long. A large plasma wave builds up in plication creates uncertainties as to the true intensity of
tile plasnla in a time much less than a picosecond, tile light once it reaches tile critical surface. Clearly, the

Electrons trapped in this wave can be accelerated to interaction can be quite complicated because instabili-
MeV energies for the forward Raman case. . ties that arise can make an exact modeling of tile exper-

Once the picosecond pulse steepens up tile density iment difficult. However, the above simulation results
near critical, a slightly different interaction occurs, have begun to shed light on many important aspects
Since we are also interested ill what happens when tile of the experiment.
pulse is nearly in hydrodynamical equilibriunl, we

now begin tile simulation with a very steep profile. Summary
Here, tlle plasma is ramped tlp to 5 ncr over a distance
of 1/2 laser wavelength. Figure 6(b) shows the longitu- We report on the results of a series of computer
dinal momel_tum phase space of the interaction when simulations describing tile interaction of ultra-intense
the density has steepened up to a scale length, L << 1 laser light with a preformed plasma created oil the sur-
l_nl, for an intensity of 10 Ix W • Hm2/cm 2. The interac- face of a solid. The motion of the plasrna electrons in
tion is now considered to be a modified form of reso-

nance absorption, the so-called "not-so-resonant, 2.0
resonance absorption." 12 Ill this interaction, the scale (at .r_
length is so steep, that no tunneling of the laser electric 4.o -- . . . .

• ' ,

field occurs, but the electric field of the laser directly .. ,,..... ,... . .
drives tile plasma oscillation at the critical surface.
This interaction can also create hot electrons, but tile ' " "'' " ;; _ :K%_"_',,,_"_..-. ....." .. .-: i '_• . - ' " ._.i ,_ ,.,'_t-.._a ` - "., • " • .'

temperature decreases somewhat from original reso- - ' ' ' ."" :..:¢,..'_"_....."__'e_""
nance absorption, as the absorption of the laser light (} '- _ .....""7 _;;:_'. :'_'.._;_'
itself. Figure 6(b) confirms that the electrons are not as _ • ' ' ' "" "' '
hot when the interaction occurs in a density where _-
L << 1 ,urn, as expected from the above discussion of
not-so-resonant resonance absorption. E=

An important experimental measurement is the _
absorption of laser light, and Fig. 7 shows tlle absorp- _ "_- -(_.0 _ K
tion for the two sets of simulations described above.

Tlle squares represent tlle absorption for very steep _ 5.0 _'
E (br

gradients (L << 1 Hre) near tile critical surface, whereas _ 3.{}- c_
the circles represent the absorption when 1. > 1 Hrn.
Our experimental data falls between these two extreme ._,
cases because experimentally, both conditions will be "_
present during the interaction at different times. _'_ : '

An interesting feature of simulations that study the z • "". ,,-..'_ _-:,r,.._,-'""""
interaction of the laser in the underdense plasma call be " . i'.::_

found in the frequency spectrurn of the reflected light. (} - • :.." 7.,'
As expected, most of the reflected light is at tile original .*:'.' ,;_
frequency of the laser. However, there is a broad peak : .--

between 1/4 and 1/2 the incident frequency which /
rnav be caused by the large amount of stimulated /
Raman backscattering near and below quarter critical. -2.tr _ i _ _ i _ , ,_r" _ i I 00 25
Another signature of these Mmulations is the strong Longitudinal direction,x (c/(o t
self-focusing of tile laser beam. The two main mecha-

• "_ FI(;URE6. Longitudinal num_entunlPv (particles}and density
nisms for this focusil_g are ponderomotive-I and rela- (solid line)vs longitudinal position for (at scale length of the order
tivistic 22 in nature. Initially, we found that because of of I_tm,and (b)scale length <<1{ml.For a 1-1_nlscale length, which
the relativistic increase in electron mass, the effective occurs early in tilt' interaction, we see that theenergy of the electrons
plasma density decreases in the center of the beam isgreater than thai oftilt' smaller scale length case.
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NEUTRON DETECTORS FOR MEASURING THE

FUSION BUR J HISTORY OF ICF TARGETS

T. [. Murphy
R. A. Lerche

Introduction The thermal motion of the reacting ions causes a

In ICF expe;iments, spherical targets filled with Doppler broadening that produces a spread in the neu-
deuterium (DD) or a deuterium-tritium (DT) mixture tron energy, given by 2
are compressed and heated to conditions at whicl-

thermop',clear fusion can occur. Our experimental = 182.5 }\ T {DDgoals are to achieve 1000x liquid c_ensity and tempera- AE _ 177 DT ' (2)tures of about 10 keV 1for confinement time on the

order of 100 ps. During confinement, file fuel atoms
undergo fusion, releasing energetic charged particles, where T is the ion L,nperature (keV) and AE is the
neutrons, and photons. We are interested in measuring FWHM of the neutron energy distribution (keV). From
the fusio,', rate as a function of time relative to the inci- this, we find
dent ,,irive radiation. These measurements characterize

the implosion and hydrodynamics of the target, and _ fDD
are a sensitive indicator of our ability to accurately 0.778 ns |
model energy transport between laser and target. AI T = m keV 1/2

Reactions of interest in ICF experiment:, ave 0.122 ns I"'T x d , (3)m keV 1/2 DT

D + D _ 3He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV)

D + D _ T (1.01 MeV) + p (3.02 MeV) where AtT is the FWHM of the temporal signal, and d is
D + T _ 4He (3.52 MeV) + n (14.05 MeV) , (1) the distance between the target and the neutrc," ]etec-

tor. For neutrons born at the same time in the tax'get, the

where the quantity in parentheses is the energy of the velocity spread associated with the neutron energy dis-
particles produced in the reaction. Thermal velocity of tribution causes a sm,_.a_u;g of their arrival times at a
t _ _ reacting plasma ions causes a small energy spread in detector. To keep smearing sma y' we must place the
the otherwise monoenergetic spectra for the fusion detector close to the target. For example, to keep the
products in these reactions. The charged particles are smearing to below 20 ps, the detector distance d must
slowed by coulomb interactions with plasma ions and be less than
electrons before exiting the fuel. The neutrons, however,

are largely unaffected and most escape the target with- f 2.6 cm DD

out collision. 'Fh,..'efore, the neutron temporal distribu- d < / for T = ! keVtion at ,] point outside th,: fuel preserves burn history 16.4 cm DT

information with a time-of-flight dela): Thus, the burn ( 0.8 cm DD

history, may be measured with fast neutron detectors d < 1 for T = 10 keV (4)located some distance from the target. Since confine- 5.2 cm DT
1

ment times for ICF targets an: on the order of 100 ps,
diagnostics with t_me resolunL.n better than this are
highly desirable.
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The penetrating nature of neutrons allows substantial which measures the average emission time of fusion
shielding against debris without introducing substan- neutrons relative to the laser pulse. The second is the
tial loss of neutron signal. This makes small distances gallium arsenide radiation-induced conductivity (GaAs
from the target practical. RIC) detector, which measures burn history with fair

Due to the finite velocity of the neutrons, we must resolution and sensitivity. The third detector is the sen-
keep the thickness of the detectors small to maintain sitive, 25-ps resolution neutron temporal diagnostic
the temporal resolution. A thick detector leads to an (NTD), a streak camera-based instrument. In addition
uncertainty in the exact neutron detection point, to the instruments currently in use, other proposed

Again, for 20-ps resolution, tile thickness I of the detec- detectors are mentioned.
tor must be less than

Detectors for Burn

0.4 mm DD Histo Measurements
!< (5) ry

- 1.0 mm DT

Neutron Emission Time
The less stringent requirements for DT-filled capsules on
target-detector distance and detector thickness demon- Microchannel Plate
strate the advantages of using them for burn history The neutron emission time is a sensitive indicator
measurements. In addition, the greater fusion cross sec- of implosion physics, and is therefore a good quantity
tion for DT compared to DD neutron yields is greater by for comparison of experiment with detailed modeling
about a factor of 100, thereby greatly reducing statistical of implosions.
uncertainty in measurements. Neutron emission time tn relative to a reference

Often, "bang time" and "burn width" are reported point on the laser power history ti can be determined
instead of a full burn history, because of limited detector by using the equation 3
temporal resolution. Detectors with relatively poor tem-
poral resolution can determine average neutron emis- t n- t I= Atnf- A/if + AtcaI - Attof (6)
sion time (bang time) by measuring relative to some
feature of the signal, such as the time of peak value or where Atnf is the time between the neutron signal and
constant fraction of peak value. Since these detectors the fiducial pulse recorded on the neutron detector, Atif
usually have larger volumes, they also have greater sen- is the time between the laser signal and the fiducial
sitivity. Faster detectors with marginal resolution for a pulse recorded on a streak camera, Atto f is the differ-
detailed burn history can often provide an estimate for ence between neutron and x-ray time-of-flight (calcu-
the burn duration of the fuel (burn widtll), lated from the measured distance of the detector from

This article describes three detectors used to mea- the center of tile chamber), and AtcaI is a calibration
sure target burn history. The first is the low-resolution constant dete,mined experimentally by irradiating a
neutron emission time microchannel plate (NET-MCP), gold disk with a short laser pulse, resulting in a short

burst of hard x rays. Tile x rays are produced at the
laser-irradiation time and interact with the detector to

pulseLaSer"1_ _ 0 • Target prod nee a signal that yield s tinling in forrnation. This_ Nh,utrons method can be used for any neutron detector sensitive
Lens

to x rays. Figure 1 shows the setup for neutron emis-
Lens : sion time measurements.

The NET-MCP detector consists of a fast plastic scintil-

_n different configurations depending on the expected neu-

I A Streak ] lator optically coupled to a microchannel plate photomul-
Optical _-"f'l camera ] tiplier tube (PMT). The scintillator used is a 46-mm-diam

disk of BC-4224 plastic, quenched with 2% benzophenone
fibers _k...._.._..f_

_-_ Laser Fiducial to reduce the scintillation light decay time. We use two
• J simlal sim_al

Flducial pulse .-_ .....
d /'x /_ tron yield. Tile more sensitive configuration consists of a

Optical fibers '¢ "'/ _"""""'J_Fiducial Neutron 15-mm-ti'fick scintillator coupled to a three-stage MCP
signal signal PMT. The less sensitive detector consists of a 5-mm-thick

scintillator coupled to a single-stage MCP PMT. The sig-
FIGURE1. Experimental setup for burn history measurements nal is recorded by 500-MHz transient recorders and the
showing how a fiducial pulse is used to relate the neutron signal to

the laser pulse, detector is located 60 Chi from the target. The system's
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response to the optical fiducial is 850 ps FWHM. The To reduce the time response of the detector, trap-
detector response to DT neutrons is 1000 ps FWHM and ping sites for charge carriers are introduced by sub-
1200 ps for DD neutrons, jecting tile material to neutron irradiation. _ This

This detector is too slow to determine the burn his- process reduces the lifetime of the charge carriers,

tory of our implosions. The neutron emission time call, thereby reducing the response time of the detector. If
however, be determined to +75 ps by timing relative to the charge carrier lifetime is made much shorter than
the 50% point on the leading edge of tile signals (con- the time to sweep the carriers out of the detector, then
stant-fraction timing). In addition, we must correct for the response time of the detector will be determined

the Doppler broadening of the signal. This correction is by bulk properties of the material and not by the
more important for DD fuel than for DT owing to the details of the detector construction.
large,' temporal spread of tile Doppler broadened time- A GaAs detector has been used to measure burn his-
of-flight signals in DD implosions (Eq. 3). Figure 2 tories of high-yield neutron-producing shots on Nova. 5
shows an example of the neutron and fiducial signals The detector used is a 1 x 1 x 3-mm rectangular paral-
recorded on a shot that produced 1013 DT neutrons, lelepiped, mounted on high-speed transmission line,
The relatively large scintillator and the high gain of the and connected to a 6-GHz oscilloscope. Figure 3 shows
PMT make the NET-MCP a relatively efficient detector, burn histories measured on two shots designed to give
By adjusting the gain of the PMT, the instrument can different burn widths. 5 The response time (FWHM) of
measure yields from 10(,to 1013. Emission times for the detector itself to a 2-ps pulse of 0.53-_tm laser light
even lower yields can be achieved by moving the was 60 ps. The response of the entire system was esti-
detector closer to the target, mated to be 130 ps. 5 When placed a few centimeters

from a target, the detector can record burn histories for

Radiation-Induced Conductivity yields as low as 5 x 101° DT neutrons.
While the GaAs detector has better time response

in Gallium Arsenide than the NET-MCP, its sensitivity is much lower. A more
The NET-MCP is able to measure tile average neu- sensitive detector is necessary to make time-resolved

tron emission time, but we prefer to also have informa- measurements of fusion burn rate on a wide range of tar-
tion about the burn history (fusion rate as a function of gets of interest. A detector with a time response much

time). This information requires a detector with better faste: than anticipated burn widths is also desirable.
time resolution. One type of detector that provides bet-

ter resolution measurements of neutron emission uses Neutron Temporal Diagnostic
radiation-induced conductivity 5'(_in gallium arsenide.
Neutrons scatter on detector nuclei, which then create Plastic scintillators are commonly used as energy-to-
electron-hole pairs as they slow down and lose energy light coiwerters in radiation detectors. The temporal
to the lattice. An applied bias voltage sweeps the card-
ers out of tile detector, producing a measurable current.

Target A
(" %_ (_DFWttM = 185ps_

k- '_

_ z

>_" _ -1 -- O O "rarge

E _o _v _WHM--35.p_¢ T,.

Neutrons -2 I ] } I
{} 02 {}.4 {}.t} {}.8 ,{}

I I I I I I I I I Time {ns}

Time (I ns/div} FIGURE3. Neutron prodt,ctitm rat{.'measured using a gallium

FIGURE2. Transient recorderdata for the NET-MCPshowing the arsenide detector for tw{}different ICFtargets. Theamplitudes of
optical fiducial and neutron signals for a shot that produced 1{}13 the signalshave been normalized._
DTneutrons.3
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distribution of their light output is typically character- active area of tile S-20 photocathode of a fast streak
ized by a fast, subnanosecond rise time and by an expo- camera located 4 m from the target. A light shield pre-
nential decay measured in nanoseconds. The FWHM for vents laser light scattered from tile target from reach-
even the fastest conventional plastic scintillator is about ing tile streak camera.
1.3 ns. 7 The speed can be enhanced to a few hundred The streak camera records temporal and spatial
picoseconds by adding a quenching agent, but only modulation of light incident along its input slit. Incident
with a significant reduction in total light output. 8,9 light illuminates a long, narrow region of the streak

We want to determine burn history with 20-ps reso- tube's photocathode to produce photoelectrons. The
lution for targets producing relatively few (108) neu- rate of photoelectron production at any point along the
trons. Detectors based on plastic scintillators are slit is proportional to the instantaneous light intensity at
attractive because they have relatively high detection that point. The photoelectrons are accelerated and dec-
efficiency for 14-MEV neutrons. At first glance, the scin- trostatically focused to a line at a phosphor output
tillator response appears too slow for such an applica- screen. Deflection plates sweep the modulated image of
tion. However, for events with a duration much shorter the slit across the output screen. Focusing properties of
than the scintillator decay rate, it is relatively easy to the streak tube allow us to retain 15-ps response even
deconvolve the decay rate from a measured signal, with wide-slit operation.li
Thus, a detector can be built with a response compara- Our instrument is capable of recording neutron pro-
ble to the scintillator rise time. duction rates with less than 25-ps resolution for targets

We found that the rise time of the scintillator mate- yielding as few as 2 x 108 DT neutrons. Figure 5(a)
rial BC-422 is less than 20 ps, and we built a fast, sensi- shows an image for a target shot producing 6 x 10 'sneu-
tive neutron detector for burn history measurements trons. The image was recorded with a CCD camera
that exploits this property, l° Figure 4 shows the detec- coupled to the output of the streak camera. Images are
tor configuration. Neutrons ernitted from an ICF target corrected for streak carnera flat field and time base non-
expand radially; some neutrons interact with a small linearities. Tile axes of a processed image represent spa-
6-mm-diam, 1.5-mm-thick sample of BC-422 located in tial position along the input slit and time. Shown on
a retractable tungsten nose cone. Tile nose cone shields this image are the neutron-induced signal and a fidu-
the scintillator against target x rays and allows tile cial signal. The fiducial signal is formed by passing a
scintillator to be positioned between 1 and 50 cm from 100-ps, 0.53-_m laser pulse through an etakm to create
the target. The scintillator, whose emission spectrum a series of uniformly spaced pulses. The first pulse
ranges between 350 and 450 nra, is backed with an alu- allows us to relate the time base of this instrument with
minized layer to double the light directed towards an those of instruments recording tile incident laser beam
f/2 achromatic zoom lens system. Tile lens svstem signals. The pulse train provides a check on the sweep
images the scintillator through a slit onto a l-mm-wide speed of the camera. A lineout of the neutron signal

FIGURE4. Schematic (a) Nosecone (bl Detectorsystem _ Target
of the neutron tempo-
ral diagnostic showing AImirror \ I BC-422 X-rayshield Scintillator

_f the system, shieldin b glass

Light Vacuum
l.ight baffle
shield chamber

_ Zolllll Jells

Scintillator
light

Streak
canlera

Fiber t_ptics

10li-ps,0.53q.mlfiducial/ <_Etah_ %N_kellS
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[Fig. 5(b)] integrated over tile spatial direction shows a We conducted a set of short pulse experiments at

fast rise time followed by tile characteristic decay of the the Nova laser facility that demonstrates tile speed of

scintillator. Deconvolution of tile exponential decay BC-422. In each experiment, a burst of x rays was pro-

rate of tile scintillator from the signal gives the neutron duced by focusing 35 to 70 J of light at a wavelength of

interaction rate in tile detector and the production rate 0.53 Mm in a 20-ps FWHM Gaussian laser pulse op.to a

in tile target to within a constant factor [Fig. 5(c)l. This gold disk target. A beryllium input window replaced

factor may be determined by comparing the integral of the tungsten shielding allowing x rays with energies

the neutron production signal with tile total neutron greater than 2 keV to excite tile scintillator. Excitation

yield determined from other instruments (i.e., neutron by gold M-band x rays whose energies fall between 2

activation samples), and 4 keV prirnarily takes place in tile first millimeter
The deconvolution of tile signal is an iterative proce- of the scintillator. Figure 6 shows a typical signal with

dure in which a trial solution is incremented and then tile exponential tail deconvolved. This signal repre-

convolved with tile response function of the detector, sents the convolution of the x-ray pulse with both the

This convolution is then compared to the actual mea- streak camera response and the scintillator excitation

sured signal; the trial solution is then incremented in a function. From this we have deduced the rise time of

manner suggested by tile comparison. In this way, a the scintillator to be less than 20 ps, indicating that the

neutron production rate is built up such that tile convo- instrun'tent can potentially measure neutron signals

lution of this rate with the response function of tile with a time resolution on tile order of 20 ps.

detector agrees with the measured signal. Table 1 summarizes tile burn history diagnostics
presently used on Nova, showing tile minimum useful

DT yield, time resolution, and absolute timing ability
]-9,--1 ns--Pq of the three diagnostics.

TABI]:: 1. Summary of neutron bum history detectors used on Nova,
along with the .ninimum iwutron yield allowing a statistically mean-

'w_ (')nlnl . -

'.7,, ingful illeasl.llelllellt and the time re.,;.o[utionpossible with each.
G

Minimum yield Time resolution to laser pulse
Time

2 30 Detector (DT) (ps) (ps)
c_ (b)
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FI(;URE 5. Example of btlrll history, data recorded with the N'FI): Time (ps)
ta) Streak camera image shows neutron-induced signal and an opti-
cal fiducial signal used to establish timing relative to the laser pulse, FIC;URI_6. NTD response t{_a 2()-ps x-ray pulse. The signal from a
(b) line,mt of the raw neutron signal in ta) and the unfolded signal 2()-ps laser pulse is focused onto a gold disk target to produce a 20-ps

burst of x ravs for testing the time response of the 13(.'-422scintillator.shoal.ing burn history, aim tc) fusion reaction rate and laser power
versus time. Beam focus for this direct drive shot was selected to This data, with the known response of the streak can_era, demon-

produce a yield ot"_ x l0s DT neutrons, strafes thai the rise time ot BC-422 is less than 20 ps.
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Introduction reduced gradient results in induction cores which are
Heavy ion fusion (HID has been identified by several smaller than the linear accelerator. The combination of

recent advisory studies (e.g. Fusion Policy Advisory smaller cores and fewer components has a major impact
Committee Final Report, 1 National Academy of Sciences on reducing the driver cost. However, the requirements
Review of the Department of Energy's ICF Program 2, for ramped magnetic dipoles, increased induction core
and the Department of Energy's National Energy pulser repetition rates, and longer path lengths traversed
Strategy 3) as the leading candidate for an inertial fusion by the beam are all more demanding; these issues must

energy fiFE) power plant driver. Some advantages of be carefully considered in designing a recirculator.
HIF include the high efficiency and high repetition rate The potential to reduce the cost of an HIF driver

inherent to particle accelerators, the use of a magnetic motivated a two year study. 4 The goal of the study was
lens in the final focus to assure its survivability, and the to produce a few design examples, from wnich concrete
favorable target illumination geometry arising from the cost and efficiency estimates could be determined. In
small solid angle subtended by the beams at the target, addition, the study helped to resolve some of the major

The induction accelerator is the leading U.S. candidate physics and engineering issues of the recirculator.
for HIE Induction accelerators can inherently transport In this article, we discuss some of the major findings, 4
more current than rf-accelerators, and systems studies and results of later investigations, an overview of a
suggest favorable costs for induction linac drivers, recirculator design, the considerations which led to the

Recirculating induction accelerators, referred to here conceptual design of the three major systems of the
as recirculators, are circular induction accelerators that accelerator: the acceleration modules, the bending mag-
reuse the components up to 100 times for each beam nets, and the focusing magnets, cost and efficiency esti-
pulse. Because they require fewer components, they mates, and the major engineering and physics issues.
offer the possibility of a large coat savings. The length of The cost and efficiency estimates confirm our initial
a linear induction accelerator is determined by the max- belief that a cost reduction is possible. Surprisingly,
imum average accelerating gradient achievable, which despite the introduction of energy losses in the dipole
is about I MV/m. To accelerate a heavy ion to an magnets, the overall efficiency of the recirculator is at
energy of 10 GeV requires a length of about 10 km/q, least as large as a comparable linear accelerator.
where q is the charge state of the heavy ions. In contrast,

the circumference of the recirculator is determined by Overview of the
the bending radius of a 10-GeV ion (atomic mass of Recirculatorapproximately 200)in an average bending magnetic  .onn ;urauon
field of about 1 T. This suggests a minimum ring size of For this report, we adopted a number of parame-
about 1.3 km/q for the highest energy ions. Since the ters that were primarily dictated by target and reactor
components are used repeatedly, the accelerating gradi- physics and power plant economics. An end-to-end
ent may be reduced by an order of magnitude. This optimization including target and reactor chamber

considerations may well yield a somewhat different
set of requirements.

* Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA
t FM Technologies, Inc., Fairfax, VA
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We adopted 200 as the atomic mass of tile heavy ion, arrays consist of induction modules for acceleration,
which, together with a stopping range of 0.15 gcre -2, dipole magnets for bending the beam, and quadrupole

gives a required heavy ion energy of 10 GeV. 5 By choos- magnets for focusing the beam. Additional space is
ing the largest ion mass, we maximize allowed ion allotted for vacuum, control, and diagnostics.

energy (for a given stopping range) and thus minirnize The induction cores are composed of annular cylin-
the current. For a charge state of +1 and a required ders of ferromagnetic material enclosed by a conductirlg
pulse energy of 4 MJ, this translates into a total beam shell to which a voltage pulse is applied. The changing
charge of 400 MC. magnetic flux induces an electric field which appears

At a range of 0.15 gcm -2, a spot radius r spot of across the acceleration gap. Each core provides a voltage
2 mm, and a pulse energy W of 4 MJ, the gain curves increment V c for a duration _rsatisfying:
for indirectly driven targets yield a gain of approxi-

mately 57 and a required peak power level of approxi- Vc-r = ABA c , (1)
mately 350 TW. These parameters irnply a pulse length
of approximately 11 ns. The fusion energy per burst where AB is tl.te magnetic flux swing in the ferromag-
would be 230 MJ. Assuming a thermal efficiency c of netic material ai'td A c = (R o- Ri)L c. R i and R o are the
41%, a blanket multiplication factor M of 1.15, a repeti- inner and outer radii of the core material and Lc is the
tion rate of 10 Hz, and an accelerator efficiency q of length of the core. We chose the ferromagnetic material

35%, the net electric power, Pe = Vrep W(t: M G - 1/q), METGLAS 2605-$2 for cost and efficiency considera-
is approximately I GW. tions/_ Its maximuna flux swing in this material before

Figure I shows a schematic of the recirculator. The saturation is approximately 2.9 T. Because of the low
injection energy is 3 MeV. Upon exiting the injector, the voltage gradient in the recirculator, the voltage on each
beam passes through three rings [the low energy ring cell can be reduced from that of a linear accelerator.
(LER), medium energy ring (MER), and high energy Equation 1 indicates that the low voltages allow pulse
ring (HER)] and makes 100 laps through each ring.
Three rings were chosen to restrict the dynamic range in

energy in each ring to about 20. There are four bearnlines TAI31,t.!1. Summary of ring parameters.

throughout, and at each longitudinal position the beam- LER MER HER

lines pass through a single induction core. Pulse corn-
pression occurs continuously throughout the three rings. Ionenergy (GEV} (1.{103-0.05I).(15-1 lM0
On exiting the HER, the beams receive an additional /'u/se duration (Hs) 20(I-30 30-2.5 2.5-{I.25
velocity tilt in a linear bunching section, and drift-com- Circt,mference(m) 70(1 c_21 1976

press to the target reaching their final pulse duration as Current/beam (A) 0.5-3.3 3.3--40.0 4{}.0-40(1.{}
they hit the target. Table I lists ring characteristics. No. of beams 4 4 4

No.of corelines t I 1

Design Considerations No.of laps 1()0 10i) 1(1(I
l'ipe radius (m) ().(178 0.(164 0.0(_1

Each ring consists of a number of lattice elements, Latticehalf period (m) 0.85 1.5h 3.51
arranged in a large circle, interrupted only by the lin- Induction modules:

ear injection/extraction/transition sections. The lattice Inner radius (m) 0.313 0.255 0.243
Outer radius (m) (I.455 0.554 (I.303
Length (rh) 0.403 0.837 0.895

Target (10GeV, 1()ns)? No.of cores 785 551 1{}(_8

/___ Cellvoltage (kV) 1).611 17.4 85
/ Bends(ramped magnetic

//. 3 MeV,2{)(/Hsinject_r I. dipoles):

__ ,, Effectivelength (m) 0.15 (I.41 1.15

No. of bends 2680 17gh 1919
Maximum B-field(T) 1/.90 I}.85 0.81

Low-energyring Super-conductingmagnetic

( _N _ /.q_._,_/ (3-5()Mev''200-3(}Hs) quadrupoles/dip(,les:
_ _ Medium-energyring Length(effectivelength)(m) 0.47(0.23) 0.92 (0.73) 1.94(1.76)

_X, / (511MeV-IGe_v;'30-2'5Hs) N_,.ofquadrupoleSMaximunlquadrupole 3139 2201 2133
/ High-energyring field (T) 2.0 1.25 1.(}

(l-H)GeV,2.5-0.25us) Maximumdipole field (T) - 0.7_ 1.{11Maximumtotalbendingfield(T)
FIGURE1. Schematiclayout of a recirculating inductionaccelerator. (averagedover lattice peri¢_d)(}.lh 0.58 0.77
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durations to be lengthened and/or core cross-sections d2a o2a K t"2
to be reduced. Longer pulse durations are used ill tile - -_ + -- + a--3- (4)
low energy ring and permit tile transport of 400 _C of dz2 4L2 a
charge ill only four beams. Smaller cores in the HER
provide cost savings. Here, o 2 is the phase advance per lattice period of a cen-

Two types of dipole bending magnets are used: troid oscillation in the focusing field of the quadrupoles
time-steady superconducting (for high efficiency) and and a is the average beam radius. The perveance K = 2q
temporally ramped (to accommodate the increasing lb/(loy3[:_3A) is a dimensionless measure of the current,
energy of the beam). The magnetic rigidity [Bp] of a where /b is the current in each beam (Io = m4rtE.muc_/e =
heavy ion is given by 31 MA), E, is the free space permittivity, and _ is the

unnormalized emittance, which is a measure of the

transverse phase space occupied by the beana, and L is

[Bp] - YAlliu(]C (2) one half of a lattice period. The phase advance is given
qe approximately as

Here, q is again the heavy ion charge state, y is the ], 9

Lorentz factor of the heavy ion, ]_is the heavy ion veloc- o 0 - _qqt l,_ , (5)
ity in units of c, A is the atomic weight of the heavy ion, [Bp]
e is the proton charge, and Illtl is an atomic mass unit.
The recirculator circumference C is then given by where B' is the magnetic field gradient in the quadrupole

(---B/rp),_]tI is the occupancy fraction of the quadrupole,
and r._is the pipe radius.

C = 2_[B(,]max (3) Th_ beam current increases as the velocity increases
q'tBd and the pulse duration decreases, causing the average

beam radius to increase slightly in each ring. In Eq. (4),

Here, [J_p]max is the rigidity at the maxinlum energy the first term on the right hand side -o2a/4L 2 (arising
achieved in a ring, qdBd is the product of the dipole from the focusing quadrupoles) must balance the sec-
magnetic field and the effective length of the dipole ond term K/a (due to the space charge of the beam)
divided by the lattice half period, summed over the and to a lesser extent the third term t'2/a 3 (arising from
time steady field component and n_aximuna of the tem- the thermal forces). But there are constraints that limit

porally ramped component. For a fixed ratio of ramped the choices of rp, L, B qq, and qdBd .
to superconducting dipole field, the energy stored in the Some of these consiraints are: the requirement that the
field is linear in Bd because the energy density is pro- beam radius remain considerably less than the pipe

portional to B_ but the volume of field energy is pro- radius, the requirement (for stability reasons) that the
portional to C and hence to I/B d. Since the dipole energy phase advance o(I remain less than 80°, and the require-
losses are approximately proportional to the total ment that the ratio of the lattice half period to the pipe
ramped field energy, the dipole losses are rouglaly pro- radius be greater than about 10 (to minimize nonlineari-
portional to 1tC, favoring larger rings. On the other ties in the focusing field). In addition, the often conflict-
hand, the use of the superconducting component allows ing requirements of low cost and high efficiency required
us to design a relatively small ring (and thus reduce several iterations to develop sensible example designs.
costs) without substantially sacrificing efficiency.

The superconducting quaclrtJpoles comprise the Cost and Efficiency Results
third major element in a lattice period. In our concep-
tual design, the superconducting quadrupoles and A systems code was developed which used the
dipoles are combined into a combined function mag- design equations to determine the specifications of
net, so that the occupancy factor is the same for both. each component and calculate the total cost of compo-
We could also place them sequentially with half the nents (quadrupoles, dipoles, induction modules, etc.),
occupancy and twice the field strength with minimal based on the material quantities and assumed manu-
effects on the design. The quadrupoles are placed facturing costs. As the parameters changed, the sys-
within the induction cores to reduce the overall cir- terns code rescaled the amount of materials required

cum ference of the reci rcu la tor. The requiremen ts on and recalcula ted cost. Some cost assumptions were:
the quadrupoles can be illustrated by the use of the $5/kg for the induction cores, $0.12/kW peak power
"envelope" equation in the smooth approximation (per induction cell) for the induction core pulsers,
where an average over a complete lattice period is $122/kg for insulator material, $0.20/J for the mag-
used in calculating the focusing strength. For a more netic dipole pulsers, $300/kg for the superconductor
complete treatment 7, which includes the effects of the
finite length of the magnetic quadrupoles, see Ref. 4.
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material (NbTi), $50/kg for tile copper in tile super- As discussed above, when tile beam energy
conductors, $20/kg for iron in tile ramped dipoles, increases from lap to lap in each ring of the recircula-
$0.003/J for tile quadrupole power supplies, and tor, tile dipole field must ramp ill time. In tile high
$5/1/s for tile vacuum pumps. After ali recirculator energy ring, for example, the total dipole field (aver-
component costs were calculated, an allowance was aged over a lattice period) changes from 0.24 T to a
made for some specific additional costs. Based on maximum of 0.77 T during the 3 ms that the beam is
other accelerator projects, we assumed that adminis- within the high energy ring. Part of the field is pro-
tration, engineering, and installation each contributed duced by time-independent superconducting magnets,
an additional cost of 10(Y,of the direct component producing a field of 1.01 T with an occupancy of 0.5.

costs. With these assurnptions, we arrived at a total Tile remainder of the field ix produced by temporally
cost of just under $500 million. The resulf is a signifi- ramped conventional magnets, which produce a field
cant reduction in cost from the conventional linac, from -0.81T to + 0.81T with an occupancy of 0.33. The
which was estimated in the Heavy Ion Fusion System maximum magnetic field energy stored in the ramped
Assessment studies 8 to be about $1000 million. Other component is 48 MJ, which is rnuch larger than the 4-
recent studies _'1° suggest similar cost reductions MJ beam energy. For nlaximum electrical efficiency of

through a variety of cost saving techniques, including the recirculator, a large fraction of that field energy
using a higher charge state, using different materials must be recovered each pulse. One method of recover-

for superconductors, and using a multipulsed linac ing the energy is to use the inductance of tile ramped
with storage rings. In collaboration with W. J. Schafer dipole magnet, together with storage capacitors to pro-
Associates, 11we are now comparing linear accelerators duce an oscillating LC circuit. In this scenario, energy
and recirculators using identical costing algorithms. In is first stored in capacitors and switched to the rnag-
addition, both tile linacs and recirculators are being netic field in the dipole magnets and then recovered in
optimized from injector to target, so that a fair compar- the capacitors. The resulting magnetic field is then
ixon can be made between the two concepts, sinusoidal in time, and the beam circulates within the

In addition to estimating costs, we calculated the recirculator during the interval during which the field
energy requirement ofeach component and sun mled it increases nearly linearly with time. Eddy current and
over all components. The energy budget was divided hysteresis losses in the iron of the magnet, and eddy
among three major elements: tile beam consumed 35(Y, current and conductive losses in the copper conductors
of the supplied electrical energy, losses in the accelera- are the sources of energy loss in the ramped dipoles. In
tion modules accounted for another 31;7,, and losses in a one-quarter scale experiment, L. Reginato found a
the ramped dipole magnets accounted for another 24(a t)()'7,recovery rate was possible, which was consistent
of the energy. An additional 10(_ was lost in miscella- with the energy loss calculations. For the parameters of
neous sources such as vactmm, refrigeration, and beam the HER, we estimate that 94'a energy recovery is pos-
injection and extraction. The 359; efficiency compares sible. A second method also being considered uses
favorably to linear induction accelerators. This result ix, alternating compulsators. 12In this method, energy is
at first glance, surprising since the addition of ramped stored in rotational energy of an alternator, and similar
dipole magnets provides energy ctmsumption that does efficiencies should be produced in a reliable and cost
not occur in the linear machine. However, the lower effective way. In addition, the flexibility of producing a
voltage gradient allows smaller cores with lower indi- rnore triangularly shaped temporal profile (thus reduc-
vidual voltages, making the induction cells much more ing the maximum required magnetic field) is also pox-
efficient. In addition, the decomposition of tile dipole sible with alternating compulsator_'.
field into an efficient time-steady component and a The second major engineering challenge for recircu-
temporally ramped, energy-consunling cornponent lators is the high repetition rate of the induction mod-
helps to minirnize losses in the dipole magnets, ulex. As the energy of tile beam increases in each ring,

the orbital time decreases and the repetition rate of the

Engineering Issues induction cells increases from 15 to 50 khz in the highenergy ring. In addition, pulse compression occurs dur-

A number of engineering issues emerged as a result ing acceleration, so the pulse duration must decrease
of the detailed specification of the design example. We from 2.5 to 0.25 us. Field effect transistors (FETs) will
focus on two major issues which are present in a recir- act as opening and closing switches to deliver power to
cu]ator but not in a linear machine. The first issue is the induction cells. FET technok_gy has already been

that of energy recovery of the ramped dipole field, and developed for some high-w_ltage applications,
the second is the high repetition rate of the induction although not to the scale required for the recirculator
core pulsers, nor at the desired cost. We are developing an integrated

induction core aim modulator using FET switches to
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deliver the accelerating voltage pulse to tile induction and At is tile residence time of tile bunch within the
cells. 13Tile near term objective of this work is to recirculator. Note the steep dependence of the charge
develop a modulator capable of delivering 5 kV, 1-2 HS exchange loss on the pipe radius.
pulses at 200 kHz to an induction cell, suitable for a Stripping occurs when ata electron is renloved from
small scale (100 m) recirculator. To date, a 2 x 2 array of a heavy ion througla an interaction with a residual gas
switches in series and parallel has been tested at 1 kV at molecule, and is again lost from the beam. The maxi-

200 kHz. Tile repetition rate achieved in the experirnent mum background gas density ng can be determined by
exceeds the requirements for ali three rings of the driver consideration of the mass continuity equation of the
recirculator. The cost of the switches is uncertain. Our heavy-ion beam, which approximately yields
assunlption of $0.12 per kW of peak power is a factor of

four reduction from the current price of the switch. Ten Xstrip
to fifteen years ago, the cost of this switch was 12.5 ng _= (7)
times larger than the current price, so we believe that Osl/la p C

our estimate of a factor of four decrease over the next

twenty to thirty years is not unreasonable. Here, Xstri p is the fractional beam loss due to stripping,
o s is the cross section for a background gas molecule to
strip an electron off of a heavv ion, n. is the number

Physics Issues ,
of laps of the recirculator of circunfference C, satisfying

The total path length traversed by a beam pulse is nla _C = v i At, where v i is the heavy ion velocity.
about 360 km from injector to target. This is about 36 _quation (7) indicates that the scaling of the required
times longer than in ata equivalent linear accelerator, gas density is approximately inversely proportional to
The longer path length requires higher vacuum and the residence time.
more demanding control of centroid position and Background gas ionization occurs when a beana iota
transverse emittance than in the linear accelerator. Ira strips an electron off of a neutral residual gas molecule.
addition, attention must be paid to tile control of insta- Background gas ionization does not lead to beana loss
bilities which can occur in improperly designed induc- directly, but indirectly througla interactions with the
tion accelera tors. wall s. Beam-i ladu ccd ga s desorption occu rs w hen an

A number of processes that cause loss of particles ionized backgroulad gas molecule, accelerated by the
from the heavy ion beam have been identified, m4--17We space-charge of the bearn, hits the wall, emitting q(;
considered the folk}wing: beana-beam charge exchange, gas molecules. Tile b,,ckground molecule hits the wall
stripping, background gas ionization, and bealn-induced at an energy which is typically tells of keV. The desorp-
gas desorption. Beam-beanl charge exchange occurs tion coefficient is of order a few; we take qG = 5. In
when two of the beam ions interact, transferring ata elec- addition when doubly-ionized or neutral heavy ions
tron from one ion to the other. The result is a neutralized hit the wall, they will desorb ql IIgas molecules.
iota and a doubly charged ion. Both particles will hit the By considering tile continuitv and momenttrna equa-
beam-pipe wall in a distance that is small compared to tions of the background gas, wt: obtain the total pump-
the circumference of the recirculator. Tile particle density ing rate 4'2(I
and transverse velocity determine the reaction rate. The
fractional beam loss _Hb/ll b frtun beana-beam charge Sli n C _ N b n lapC
exchange is approximately given by

X IfTs(0,,Asp [(Tl(;-l)CTi+lllll('/s](_b/• " + ' (8)

_ 0.02
"b t J_ 6.3 x l l)-(_rr m rad Hi(-_td

Here, "qlin is the average pump rate per unit distance

[ ]4"24 ]4'24[ lr]6.1 cna 0.46 37 m ,"xi along the accelerator, Q{, is tlae intrinsic gas desorption
x _- _ (6) rate per unit area, Nb is the number of beams; q(; is the

tp lip _)k 3.2 ms number of molecules desorbed from the pipe inner
wall per incident gas nlolecule; ql I1is tile nunaber of

Here, we assume the cross-section for a heavy ion to molecules desorbed from the pipe inner wall pcr inel-
change charge states due to an interaction with another dent heavv ion; qc is tile ion charge; tr is the repetition

heavv ion C_ceis 2.1 x 10-I(' (Ecru/10 keV) ()(_2ctn2. IH,I_ time for pulses in tile recirculator, and Asp = 2rtrpC is
Also, ttb is the ion-beam nunlber density; cN is the nor- the total surface area of a single beam pii-{e. Equation
malized emittance; Ecru=AmuVcm2/2; Vcm = t'Nt'/tl; (_b is (8) is approxinaately true when appropriate averages
the charge in each ion bunch, the beam radius a is a

fraction qp of the pipe radius rp, /b is the bunch length,
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are made over cross sections and desorption coeffi- Here, Nq is the number of quadrupoles with rms dis-
cients, and when the beam induced wall desorption placement Z_Xrm s through which the beam passes. Crw
does not undergo exponential growth, has been determined by detailed numerical calculations

The condition for a logarithmic gain of less than one and has been shown to vary from about 6 to 3 in the
of the background gas can be expressed as a condition HER. The longitudinal distance traveled by the beam z =

of rp as: NqL, where L is the half lattice period (3.5 m in the HER).
In addition to quadrupole misalignments, dipole mag-

i[( 1 _11./2 netic field errors also contribute to abearn which ran-riG - 1)°i + lqHI°s ]Qbtllap. (9) domly strays from the axis. For a path length of 200 km

rp > 1 rtqe j in the HER and a maximum beam displacement of I mm,
this analysis gives a quadrupole alignment requirement

From Eqs. (8) and (9), we can see that the total pump- of about 10 Mmand a dipole field error tolerance of less
ing rate decreases as r_ decreases (as the intrinsic gas than I part in 5 x 104. These alignment criteria are strin-
desorption decreases)gout then increases with the fur- gent but not impossible. However, the criteria are con-
ther decrease of the pipe radius as the beam induced siderably relaxed when steering stations are included in
desorption becomes significant. As an example, in the the design. If hXrms is 100 gm and the allowed beam dis-

high-energy ring, N b = 4, n. = 100, C = 2 0 x 103 cm, placement is about 1 mm, then impulses steering thelap

Q = 10-11Torr 1s-1 cm -2, x". • = 0 015, ri- = 5, o. = 5 x beam to xc = x c"= 0 must occur at an interval along theo _ " smn ' L, 1

10-16 cm2, riHl = 0.01, o s = 6 xr10-17 cm 2, Qb = 100 MC, accelerator of L Xc2/(Crw&'rrms2), which is about 16.7 L
-19 •

qe = 1.6 x 10 C, and tr = 0.1 s, so that Sli n C = 2.4 x for the above parameters. A betatron period is (47t/o o) L

106 1s-1, which translates into a pumjging cost of $12 which has a minimum value of about 9 L, implying a
million, assuming a unit cost of $5 1-_s. The required correction would be required once every 2 betatron peri-
background gas density would be then be about 2 x ods. Since the circumference is about 2 km, there would
10-l° Torr. The critical pipe radius from Eq. (9) is about be about 34 such steering sections in the HER. At the
7 cm, indicating that the gas increases by about an e- extraction from the HER, since Crw is reduced by a factor
fold during the residence time of the beam. of 2, xc will be reduced to about 0.7 mm. Conceptually,

Large uncertainty exists in our knowledge of riG and the steering stations would consist of three monitors, to
particularly riHl" Extrapolation of sputtering coefficients infer the position and transverse velocity of the centroid
at low energy to high energy would suggest that rlttl and the beam energy on a given lap of the acceleration
should be less than unity, and the dominant contribution sequence. In addition to the monitors, a pair of dipole
to desorption would then come from ionization. Some kickers would be used to set the centroid displacement
data and theory 21,22,however, suggest that riHl is of to zero from the design orbit and then, second, to set the
order 5 for some coarse grain metals, and can be much transverse velocity to zero. These kicks would be con-
larger (1000) for fine grained metallic films. In our stant over the duration of the pulse. In addition, one
design, we optimistically assume that beam desorption time-dependent kicker station per ring would be
from ionized background gases makes the dominant required to prevent phase differences from accumu-
contribution to beam induced desorption (riG = 5 >> lating between the beam center and the ends. The
riHl<l). For values of riHl as high as 5, the vacuum system transverse envelope code and longitudinal Lagrangian
would increase in cost by -65%, but would still be a rela- fluid code CIRCE 23is being used to develop optimized
tively small fraction of the total cost. For values of riHl as steering algorithms.
high as 1000, substantial reoptimization of the recircula- In addition to centroid control, the emittance
tor would be required. Measurement of riHI in the appro- growth must be minimized. The normalized emittance
priate energy range and with appropriate materials is is a measure of the transverse phase space occupied by
vitally important for a reliable recirculator design, the beam and is an invariant in an ideal focusing sys-

The second major physics issue which is more tem. In order to focus onto a spot at the target, the nor-
demanding in a recirculator is beam centroid control, malized emittance cannot be too large. We estimate
A beam whose centroid is off axis will oscillate har- that, from injector to target, a growth in normalized
monically in the focusing channel. These oscillations emittance by a factor of order 20 is allowable. Two
are known as betatron oscillations. Misalignments of sources of emittance growth have been identified: the

quadrupoles result in a centroid betatron amplitude xc, conversion of centroid oscillation energy into thermal
which increases like a random walk, giving energy and the conversion of transition mismatch

oscillation energy into thermal energy.

X2 =-CrwNqhxr2ms (10) As discussed above, centroid misalignments give
rise to betatron oscillations. In the presence of nonlin-
earities in the focusing fields, some of the transverse
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energy associated with oscillation of tile bealn centroid beam at tile exit of tile high-energy ring are used, the
is converted into thermal energy. Using the approxi- theory predicts a factor of two increase ill emittance,
mations of smooth focusing, constant velocity, and which is within tile allowed emittance budget. Tile tran-
total conversion of centroid transverse energy into sitions may be made gradual enough that equilibria are
thermal energy 4' 24 irnplies that tile increased normal- reached adiabatically with even less growth in tile nor-

ized emittance Ag N call be approximately written realized emittance.
Tile final physics issues addressed here involve

2 .2

oo )( 8_Xrms ) beam instabilities. Three instabilities are discussed" tile

ACN = [_Crw y)_ _)nlap C (11) longittidinal resistive instability, tile transverse beam-break-up instability and resonance instabilities.
A major research effort oil the subject of the longitudi-

Here, using typical numbers of the high-energy ring, the nal resistive instability in HIF induction accelerators has

quantitity [3Crw(O2/o) is approximately 1.3, lattice half been made over tile last few years. 27 In this instability,
period L = 3.5 rn, the nurnber of laps the beam makes in the beam call become bunched due to the impedance of
the rin_, ,. _ = 100, the circumference C = 2.0 x 103 in. We the inductkm cavities. However, recent studies showo laF
find a At2N = 2.0 x 104' rrin rad if the rras alignrnent error that tile growth rates and instability gains obtained in
8Xrms = 10 Hm. This compares to a final nornaalized emit- the early 1980s overestimate the instability gain since
tance of about 7.5 x l0 -{_Ill rad iii the design for the high- they neglect the capacitance of the induction modules.
energy ring. Steering will increase tile tolerance on Further, feed-forward techniques can be utilized to fur-
emittance growth by a factor (L._m/Ls) I/2, where L is ther control residual growth. In the recirculator, the volt-pm "
tile phase mixing distance and/.'_ is tile distance between age gradient is reduced frorn that of tile linear machine.
steering stations. A factor of 10 increase in the aligrunent For line-type modulators, tile impedance of the line must
tolerance would be a reasonable expectation (yielding a be matched (or nearly matched) to the impedance of the
tolerance of -100 bma). We emphasize that this is apes- load, which is nearly proportional to the cell voltage
simistic estimate based on the assumption that all" divided by the total current. Thus, with a small voltage
centroid oscillation energy is converted into gi:adient (for a given current) the resistance is reduced.
emittance growth. When opening and closing switches are used to modu-

The second source of emittance growth was first late the voltage pulse to the induction cores the matched

observed in 3-D particle-in- cell simulations using tile condition is not necessary and the cell resistance may be
code WARP. 25When a beam which is ill equilibrium ill a reduced further. For these reasons, we find that the insta-

straight section enters a bend, its equilibrium becomes bility should be less severe in a recirculator, and that the
mismatched for the bend. Physically, particles that ini- solutions found in Ref. 27 lnay also be used for residual

tially do not have the design momentum for the bend growth of the instability.
become spatially separated, creating nonlinear space- The second instability known to occur in induction
charge forces, allowing phase inixing of the coherent linacs is the beam-break-up instability. In this instability,
mismatch oscillations until a new equilibriunl is reached, displacements in the head of the beam excite electromag-
The simulations showed that if a beam enters a bend netic modes in the cavities formed by the acceleration

from a straight section the emittance initially grows but gaps of the induction cells. The excited fields give kicks
saturates in a few betatron periods as a new eqtlilibrium (Inomentunl impulses) to the rest of the beam, causing

is approached. However, in a racetrack configuration displacements, and more excitation and so forth. In the
composed of 180° bends separated by linear sections, the recirculator (and linear driver) strong focusing (alternat-
emittance continues to grow since new mismatches are ing gradient) is used ill contrast to the weaker solenoidal
formed at each transition. The simulations were done for focusing used in inany electron induction linacs. In addi-
a small-scale recirculator, similar to one proposed for the tion, at the lower energies, the beam takes a relatively
Induction Linac Systems Experiments, now being long tilne to transit the gap so that the electric field oscil-
planned at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. A linear tile- lates ill time, averaging out to give a small net kick. The
ory 2('was developed in which beam displacement and gain of tile instability ill the HER is estimated to be unity,
particle energy spread were both treated as linear quan- provided that the cells can be designed such that the Q
titles. Transverse energy conservation was assumed, as of the cavity can be reduced to be of order 3-4. Cell
well as complete conversion of mismatch energy into designs using the electr()magnetic field code, AMOS 28or
tilermal energy. For large energy spreads and highly the 3-D version PLATO 2_should make such low values
depressed beams, the theory tracked the simulations of Q possible.
closel)5 with theory overestimating the emittance growth The final instability which is often brought up in the
when the assumption of complete conversion of mis- context of circular machines is the resonance instability.
match energy was violated. When the paralneters of the
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LASNEX EVOLVES TO XPLOIT

COMPUTER INDUSTRY ADVANCES

L. Busby
P.F. Dubois

S. Wilson

Introduction • Lasnex produces portable files that may be read on
Lasnex is a computer program for modeling our network of Hewlett-Packard and Sun worksta-

the physics of ICF targets. Initially created by tions, and on tile Cray machines under both the Cray
G. Zimmerman in 1970, Lasnex has evolved through sev- UNICOS and Livermore NLTSS operating systems.
eral generations of supercomputer hardware and operat- • We manage Lasnex production runs on worksta-
ing systems. Five years ago, tile Lasnex group anticipated tions with a newly installed batch system.
the development of low-cost, high-performance UNIX • We are using the National Center for Atmospheric
workstations and the demise of Livermore-specific bn- Research (NCAR) graphics library.
guages and operating systems. Our users were pressing ,, The Lasnex manual has been completely revised and
for more power and control over the modeling, its production uses commercial, not local, technology.

Thus, we embarked on an ambitious project with During October 1992, the Lasnex production runs
several specific goals: used more than 65% of the total central processing unit
• Replace the computer science portion of Lasnex with (CPU) cycles on our cluster of 11 HP730 workstations.

the Basis program-development system, described These machines, with an aggregate cost of about
below, giving users much more control. $230,000, provided tile equivalent of over 2000 hours

• Run the same Lasnex problem oi', UNIX workstations of Cray Y-MP time valued at more than $800,000 in
and the Crays and obtain essentially the same results, only I month_in addition to their full-time duty as

• Make restart dumps and postprocessing files portable interactive development and analysis machines.
among all computer platforms. That is, these files can Where possible our work is shared with other pro-
be used on any computer without translation no mat- jects. Three major projects in ICF and many other pro-
ter where they were written, jects at LLNL and outside tile |,aboratory use ali or part

• Manage source codes, program compilations, and of our technology.
program releases with a modern, automated system

on the workstations. Making Lasnex Powerful
• Replace the Lasnex graphics library with a widely

available commercial or government product. Eight years ago, an effort began in LLNUs Magnetic
• Rewrite the Lasnex manual and produce it with a Fusion Program to develop a comprehensive modeling

modern desk-top publishing system, code for mirror machines. We were asked to develop a
system for crea ring such scientific programs. The Basis

We have realized these goals, system was the response to that request. Basis survived
• The users enjoy the power of the Basis system, and the termination of the mirror effort and original model-

the Lasnex group's working condi.tions are greatly ing project, and has gone on to be used here and at
improved with our workstation-centered develop- other laboratories for about a hundred other projects
ment system, ranging from small individual explorations to large

team projects.
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In this article, we use the term "author" to denote random variation to the laser input each cycle to make it

the person(s) creating the modeling program, and the more realistic. Others calculate simulated experimental
term "user" to denote the consumer(s) using the pro- diagnostic output for comparison to experiment, rezone
gram. Of course, the author of a prograin _call impor- while running, make customized dumps, and activate
tant user, too. actions when certain events are detected. This confirms

the Basis philosophy. The authors of a program cannot
imagine what the users want to do with it; they must

Basis Makes Applications view their job as empowering users.
Programmable Other major projects in ICF using Basis and leverag-

The heart of the Basis philosophy is a conviction that ing off the Lasnex effort are: the WARP ion-beam mod-
the most rapidly changing aspect of any scientific com- eling code and the F3D filamentation code. In addition,

puter program is what users want to calculate with it. most of the fusion studies in M-Division use Basis.
Therefore, the program itself should be programmable,

that is, have the flexibility and power of a programming Making Lasnex Portable
language. This gives tile user a degree of control over tlle
program without intervention by the author or recompi- We want Lasnex to be as portable as possible. By
lation of the code. this we mean:

Here is how Basis makes this possible: The author • Have a source code as close to industry standards
writes some physics subroutines and uses the Basis as possible.
system to create a full-service program with a user • Get the same answer, or nearly so, on each different
interface that is a programming language. Tile crucial type of computer platform.
point is that this language ah'eady contains the perma- • Be able to start a problem on one type of platform
uent variables amt subroutines in the physics the author has and continue it on another.
written. Therefore, the user can manipulate these vari- • Have essentially one source code, not a different
abies and subroutines as well as others he or she cre- source code for different platforms.

ates in the Basis language itself. Thus the application Most of Lasnex was originally written in a Livermore
becomes "user" programmable. The user can plot, dialect of Fortran called LRLTRAN. It contained hun-
print, or change any variable, any time. dreds of special statements called macros, which are

Another important advantage of Basis is that its application-dependent extensions of LRLTRAN. These
physics "packages" are generally quite modular and macros were an intelligent response to a slow central
reusable. There is an extensive library of existing packages computer running a line editor, where brevity can out-
for collecting time histories, reading and writing various weigh clarity of expression, but they are counterproduc-
file fomlats, timing, Bessel functions, etc. This modularity tive today. They ad :1complexity, decrease reliability, and
makes it relatively easy for users to develop new packages greatly increase the learning curve for new authors.
and add them to the ccxte for special projects. We wrote a one-time tool to remove the macros and

help transform the Lasnex source code to nearly stan-

Physicists Use the Power dard Fortran. At the end of this step, our first portabil-
ity goal above had been reached. Yet the other goals

Lasnex users immediately began to take advantage remained unfulfilled.
of this power, and we made it easy for new users to

use tile new Lasnex: Why Portability is Hard to Achieve
• Basis resembles a Fortran array language, so that

physicists can learn it quickly. Fortran is a language with a standard. Therefore, if
• We wrote a translator to convert old input files to we write programs that conform to this standard, we

new ones. get a portable program, right? Wrong. From a program-

• We were able to implement most of the old input mer's point of vie,a; there are two basic problems with
commands unchanged using a command-creating the Fortran standard, lt lets the Fortan compiler writer

facility in the Basis language, decide too many things, and it doesn't cover all the
Users can simply translate their old input and use the areas a real program has to deal with. Here are some

new program in the same way they used the old. In fact, of the things the programmer cannot control:
they tend to make only a few runs this way, and then • How much precision a real variable has.
begin to use the new power available to them. Their
creativity has been astounding. One physicist adds a
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• What happens if a floating-point or math-routine preprocessor is tile key to solving several of tile prob-
error occurs, lems discussed above, but tile Fortran standard does

• What happens to signals such as interrupt and not specify a preprocessor. However, having one is a
kill signals, practical necessity in order to achieve tile goals we've

• How to read arguments from the execute line. set for ourselves, since the one source code we wish to
• What tile linker/loader thinks common blocks and maintain cannot be correct for ali environments.

functions are really named, and how arguments are As part of the Basis project, we wrote the preprocessor
passed to subroutines. This makes it difficult to call MPPL (More Productive Programming Language). lt
another language, say C, from Fortran or vice-versa, accepts a language that is upwardly compatible with
Even if we aren't writing physics in C, the graphics Fortran 77. We enhanced this preprocessor to solve the
package or database package we want to use, or those precision problem for the Lasnex project.
signal handlers we need to write may be in C. After studying the alternatives, we adopted the syntax

• How data items are represented. The way character of the new Fortran 90 standard for controlling precision
data, logical data, and real data is represented varies and doing bit manipulations. Our preprocessor changes
widely. This interferes with interlanguage commu- this syntax into a suitable form for the Fortran 77 compil-
nication and creating portable data fries, ers we actually use. Figures 1-3 show some simple origi-

• The compiler options and the argument syntax vary, nal text and the output of the preprocessor for a Cray and
as do the defaults for such things as whether local a workstation, showing how we are able to produce com-
variables are static• This makes it harder for the pro- plier-ready output with full control of the precision. Note
grammer to write Mak<files or other automatic cornpi- that it does not suffice to simply make everything dou-
lation scripts, which are essential for large projects• ble-precision for the workstation; our graphics package,
There is also no standard provision in Fortran for for example, requires single-precision input

operating on bits, and compilers vary widely in the

operations and syntax they provide. Making Portable Output Files

Preprocessor Provides Portability Lasnex creates a large variety of binary output files,
including restart files and input files for other postpro-

A preprocessor is a program that changes the original cessors. We have standardized its output on the portable
source text of a program into a form that is ready for binary database format created by S. Brown, also of
the compiler on a given target machine. A good LLNL. This means that we can generate a problem on

the workstation, run it for a few cycles to make sure it is
nJnning correctly, and then move the restart dump to a

FIGURE 1. Preprocessor input. Cray to finish it overnight. Likewise, we can make a run
- .................................. ............................... on one machine and then postprocess the output on

real (S_ ze4 ) x, y another, or take a Cray job that has run out of time and
real (si zeS) zl, z2, :<3 finish itona workstation.
rea 1 w

× How We Got Out of
y = 1.,I

The Business= × , v rapmcs
,_,'_ = 2 ._S i ze8 + r ¢.a ] (x, S i :.'eS ) We created a Basis-language interactive interface to
z3 : max (z], :_:2) the NCAR graphics package. The NCAR package is

freely available and contains sufficient power to sat-

isfy our needs in the rnedium term. We combined this

FIGURE2. Preprocessor output for a h4-bit Cray.

_ _ ........... ,............. ......................................................... FI(;LIRF3. Ibeprocessor output for a 32-bit workstation.

rea] z1,>:2,7,3 _ea]. :.:,v

real w doub].eptec'ision :_1,;<2,"3

:,< := ] .?, doublc, pr(.._:isrion w

zl .... x + y y : 1 .4d0
z2 :-- 2. -_ real (:<) ::] = >: _ '/
""_ _.. db ] (:,( :-:)..... max(z:], ;:2) 7.2 :: '_ dO , __

z:; : n_a:-:('_L """_),, ,, ,,:,
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with a commercial device driver to make graphics out- we were ready. We did the UNICOS port while we
put via X-windows and other output devices. The inter- were finishing the workstation effort. We also added
face we wrote closely models the graphics commands in special production details peculiar to UNICOS and
the old Lasnex generator decks. We no longer have to solved many mysteries of the batch production system.
maintain our own graphics library. For the most part, we are able to treat the Crays as just

another kind of workstation.

How We Work Together
Looking to the Future

When many software developers work together on
the same project, their efforts must be coordinated. We expect that our experience in producing a
This coordination is part of a source-code management, portable code will be invaluable towards creating a
We tried a commercial product for source-code manage- "Lasnex21" to run on the computers of the next century.
ment but found it too elaborate for our needs. Eventually We are looking forward to tripling the CPU capacity of
we settled on a public domain solution called the our network next year and to increasing online data
Concurrent Version System (CVS). CVS is being widely storage by a factor of 10. In the software area, we are
adopted at tile Laboratory, and we have contributed sug- beginning a 3-D hydrodynamics project for Lasnex, and
gestions to its authors that have improved it. lt allows we are beginning to study possibilities for parallelizing
each of our program developers to work independently sections of the code. We plan to continue to make the

in parallel, and helps them resolve any conflicts that Basis system easier to use and more portable.
might arise with other developers.

SummaryHow We Make Lasnex
We have completely modernized Lasnex to be more

The authors of Basis and Lasnex must create differ- portable and more powerful.
ent program versions for many different computer sys- By use of a preprocessor that changes original
tems, and these systems have different compilers, source-program text into a code that will compile on
loaders, and file system layouts, lt was a real challenge any target computer, Lasnex runs on malay platforms.
to automate the "build" process. Ideally the author Therefore, Lasnex is adaptable and useful for many
should be able to build two or more versions sirnulta- more applications.
neously. To do this, we created a program called mmm. By use of our newly developed Basis system, Lasnex
lt takes a small description file as input and creates files itself is programmable by the user, and therefore, the
called Make.files that are input to the UNIX utility make. user can readily manipulate the permanent variables
lt creates these Makefiles using only the common fea- and routines in the physics the author has written, as
tures of the various make utilities supplied with each well as those varibles he or she creates in the full-
UNIX system. The program make in turn carries out service interhce created by Basis.
the building of the program.

Previously, using the Cray-based system, a devel- Project Team Members
oper who wished to rebuild the Lasnex program from
the ground up needed to monitor a process that took; This project was directed by P. E Dubois. The project
on average, 2 to 3 days. Now, this can be done in less was the result of the work of E. W. Alley, R. A. Allsman,
than 3 hours on an HP workstation using the follow- D.S. Baile}; L. Busby, Y. H. Chiu, A. Edwards, R. H.
ing commands: Hanscom, J. A. Harte, D. S. Kershaw, S. Langer, M. Prasad,

cvs checkout_ ] aside>: A.I. Shestakov, S. H. Taylor, J. Takemoto, S. Wilson,
tamm G. Zimmerman, and M. Zollinger.
make al I lasne>:

to get the source program, construct the Makefiles, ;cknowledments
build all the packages, and reload Lasnex. If the tar-
get computer is a Cray, one more simple step is We also gratefully acknowledge the contributions of

required on it. C.C. Benedetti [student, Department of Applied
An author who only needs to change one or two Science (DAS)], B. Bonnlander (student, DAS), S. Brown,

physics packages can usually remake the program ill L. Chase, E L. Karmitz, A. B. Langdon, Z. Motteler
under 10 minutes since tile systein stores and reuses (California Polytechnic State University), D. Munro,
the binaries from the other unchanged packages. C. Rhoades, J. Rathkopf, D. Sinck [student, University

When the Laboratory's Computer Center began of California, Davis], and A. Springer.
changing the operating system on the Crays to UNICOS,
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FACILITY REPORT

OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1992

G. Hermes

Nova Operations Group

Nova Experiments Group

Laser Science Group

During this quarter, Nova Operations fired a total of The hardware for these debris shields has arrived and is
282 system shots, resulting in 319 experiments. These being installed on the 10-beam chamber. We will begin
experiments were distributed among ICF experiments, the design and fabrication of small aperture phase plates
Defense Sciences experiments, X-ray Laser experiments, next quarter.
Laser Sciences, and facility maintenance shots. The vacuum control system for the 10-beam chamber

Beginning this quarter, _everal operations technicians was replaced with the new programmable controller.
are starting work one hour earlier (6:00 A. M.) in order This system is much more reliable than the old LSI-11
to get a head start on the first shot of the day. Many based system and is easily modified or expanded. With
things may be set up prior to the start of the main shift the installation of this system and a new variable vent
at 7:00 A.M. valve, the chamber (vacuum to air to vacuum) cycle time

The final KDP array of the rework project was is only 20 rain compared to the old 90 min cycle time.
installed. This project was undertaken as a result of The diagnostic vacuum systems will be transferred to
decreased conversion efficiency, d,,Je to KDP coating the new system during the remainder of the year.
degradation causing poor transmission and increased The installation and activation of the "top off sup-
scatter. We have increased the 3_0energy delivered to plies" used to regulate the voltage of the flash lamps for
the target by about 17.5% as a result of the KDP refur- the disk amplifiers has been completed. This project was
bishment project, part of the Precision Nova effort to increase laser power

Five chamber lenses were removed and recoated balance and repeatability. The remaining work of seismi-
with the new uniform 1% reflective coating required for cally securing the capacitors was also completed.
the 3o7diagnostic upgrade. Only three lenses are left to To demonstrate Precision Nova operation and
recoat. During the lens removals, we discovered a bro- repeatability, the Nova system was operated, on two
ken and several deformed couplings used on the focus occasions, continuously for more than 36 hours. This
lens drives to move the lens in the Z-axis. Analysis demonstration was very successful.
showed that these couplings were being overstressed. Construction of the petawatt master oscillator
A new coupling was designed and the ()ld couplings room has begun. We intend to occupy this room in
are being replaced as the lenses are removed for recoat- April of 1993.
ing and maintenance. The Big Sky beam diagnostic system was expanded

We are converting from 80-cm debris shields to 65-cm to 28 cameras. This digitization and analysis system in
debris shields. The smaller shields are easier to handle for now fully operational and used on every shot.
maintenance purposes and are less costly to manufacture.
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Novt_nlber 16-211,It)tj2.

\la_(i_wnn, It. I., \ll'<_wk,i, %, I:der, 1%L., l),l _ilva. 1..B.,I_arbel>,l-.W., Koch,

I.aw._tln, J. k., Di\ii, S. N., \.Vtl_ds, B. W., l]ltlnla_, 1.XI., \ltlrg,ln, ..\ I.. I. :\., ,uld I_;lldUl'W,,t_ct,J.I1. I'r,,l_ll'lll,_ill 111('hll]_]CIIl('tlhllhtll I>! ,\'-[_lll/()llhls
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L'(llltillll(lll'_ ("('llll)ill" /)]l(l_l' I'hlh'$ l{)r/l<'ltlll _,tltll_ttlllll.,,_I ,IWltq/c t' I i\ t'rllltlrl' [ t I_,I-lC-III _7!,( I<_CJSiI'lt't_,ll't'ct bir iii(, 1 hird hltt,rnnlJt,nal Ctl[Itlt]tlJtilll on
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I-lallJintlre, MD, Mav 2-7", I tlcY_,. \l,lr< \. II ( I. ht<,,u,/ Ihtrm,,m_ (h'#lcl<llmu m/i#l( l)i_ f'lhJmlr(>ll;.C,ull)lh',

I,l_ it,lll t, I i\ui'n_t,rt, "_ali_innl I nborahlr\', I.J\'urilltlre, CA. LItI_I.-IC-
[.aw,_tln, I. Ix., I)ixii. S. N..\.\,'tlt_l_, I_.\V., I htlnl,l_,, I \1., \h,rgnn, ..\. I. and lii'44,_1_I,_1:1'tam l (l<lul I. hul_lnJllt,d h_.ll_/_lh'fl ( )l,th <.
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CA, UCRI.-J(./-I I]]71 ,,\I_H& SUM (It)tj'l). I'lct_,u't'cth_r t )tqical l'k'%_n h_r
I>holoni<s, I'alnl 51_ring_,t'/\, \larch 2]- 2-1,I<t_7
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Mtllligtlnlc'r.v., 1)._., IJaldi._,II. I., tT.qabrt_l_k.K. tj., Igt,rl_,,t,l,R. I_, Mtlt_ch', I1., P
l_,a.qnski,B. F.,William._, 1,.A., ancl [..a[_al.illc,,()., Ifl{'cl,-, _,1I.a>,'r l{'m]lm'_+l I'ai<qler' ]' A., I-ll'+lnlll'll l]_+t,+h',I,awrt, ncc' I.Jvc,rtllt,rt, N<itJlmal l+abt_ratory,
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34th Annual Meutin_ t_t the Amuric,m I'l_\'_i_,_l'4ociuh' I)ivb, iun t_l l'l,l,nm I_r<#,lrll+in I h'a_'i/h,_lhiM, !/lwl .-_c<ch'rah,m,I+,lwrun<c'l.ivurmorc N,atitmal

l'hvsic._, 5cattle, WA, Nm'en_bur 1(-_-2(I,I _-.1_42. l.abt,raturv, I .i\'c,H_aure,(-'A, LI( 'RI.-I(.'-II 237,"4A135(ICJC.121.I'repar_,d for lhc

lk,lorltgunlery, I). 5., I.anderi, (). 1..,Baldly, II. 1.,l(_i.abrtltlk, K. ( l)raku, ICJC_3l'arliclc' ,.\<celc,rahlr t'tmicruncu, W,ihhJngtt_ll, 17)(_,,lk/lav17-20, IC)Cl3.

R. P.,Baiha, _. I1., lh'adler, K. $., and I>rtw,l,_iifi, R. I., A'h'_+<+!rl'nlclll_t_f 1>avnc', A. N , A/h_llclil+\,Mllk,_il'lil lIHi/._l,ill.']it'l# #lll#_t',"vh>dl+h+ll_r>,I+awrt,ilcu
lTadiallh'tri I,'Vtla'I+rotla,,_lltJluliii ].tltq'/-/lll,ihlll'l# I'._llllldin,,_'-loil Iql+_mm,, I.Jvt,l+nltlrt, Natiun,iI I+al_tlr,/ttll'V,I.Jvt'rnlllrc', (_,'\, Ut'RI.-IL-II 2SI)tjAB5

I..,lwrence l.ivermtlre NatJtmal l.ab(iralurv, I.Jvt,lnltlru, C,,\, L.!(-ld .-It- (ICl_t2).l+lt,part'd iur the qt]l II{El{ lnlern,ltJtlnal I'ul_ud [>tlxx'c,l"Cunft,rl_'nct,,
II 1514(1_)c)2).5ubmittud tt_ I>hlp,il+_+lI,h'c,iccl'Iclh'r_. A][_ut]ut, rtlut', NM. Itlnt' 2 I- 2], It)tj?,.

lk,lllod_,;I. 1).Baldi,_,1I..I., Bt,rger,R. L., I.abatll_c,,C., MOlll_tlnlc, r.v,[`)._., I>aVllt', S. ,,X,(.ha_,u, I_.I.., Krul_ku, W. I:., Kwav, W. I ....md 5mJlh, L. K.,
Dixit, S.N., Eqabrotlk, K. (;., t<ruur, W. I ....111ttWJllJanl_,1.!+i\., I;.xttt'ri#llcnh+l "lntr,lred (. t'n_ .%'<titre ,'\.lt,,lhtlrt,lllC,n|_,for (_'t'V_hll_,Duped with I:_1"_'+,
hl-oc._ti,Tatilll+._til lIcam5moolhin,,_/2j{'cl_tin I.ll,.,l'l.l>ltl$+lltlhrq+ll,ilJlic>,I.awrc,ntt' lm _'+,and I hl _+'" I11;I; I. _)11t111111111lll'clll,+l. 28 (II/, 21_1ct--2(_3tl
l..ivem_oreNal++reall.aburaturv, l,ivermoru, CA, LJCI,',I.-MI-I I 114_(I_C)2). (Nm'embur 1_21.

I>repared for tl_t.'3J,th Annual ,Muutin,t4uf the American l'hv_,i<al .%ck'iv
l_)ivi_ion of l'la_ma l'hvhic'_,Seattle, WA, Nm'umbc,r If+--211,1'-_)2. I"l\'nl" _ :\'' Krupku, W. I:..T,ih'-,,inll. I. Ig.,_milh, 1..K.. 17)uluad_,L. D.,

and Kwav, W. 1., ( Iplii ,li ,m,I I>hl_.lt,li I>n,l,crlh',_i,! lhr I i_ ,,Wf<: Cr I.a_cr
Morale._, 14.,_t,nlington, 13.A., I tenslev (.i., and Schwinn, T., lal,,_rah,rl/ C'_t;_h+/,I.awrenct' I.J\'ernlure Nat++realI.al_or,lt_ r\', l.Jvernlllru, Ci\,

t.acJlitl/Ii)+ Chtlltl(tCli=ill,\, l/it' I,.'V<///cr,\LRtll/( )pile>+mt'+t+11Ntli'+l,I.awrt'n<t' L;tl,_l.--It-II I_1 ,,\I+.'->(IC)C_2).I'rt't_art'cl 1+lrthu _th rupi<<fl Mc,c,lJn_ til/
Livernlore National l+aboralorv, l.J\'eri_ulre, CA, UCI_I+-MI-II I lhCl Advan<ud _t_lict 51alu I a._t,i<,,Nc,w t)rlt,<ln,,, lA, February I-3, lc_CJ3.

(1cj92). l'repared for +ht'341h Aililtl,II Muuiin_ of thu Ail/t,rJcan l'h\_ic,ll
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It']Jl+ll_iiltl (/_I I,'7 l.ll'4t'l" /#llJl/t<'+# I ll>lll,,._l'tlf,hh (FiI/ill,\,_,, I.awrt'nce I.J'¢t'l'1111)l'c'

Murphy,-['. J.and l+c,rche, R. A., Ll_cota (]t'tllll£'l+.l.+-ttll+ll_t'll.',llll'lt,\s,'lflrlul \,llJt_nal I ,l!._tll,lltlrv, I.Jvt,l'llltll't,. (,.\, L!( '̀RI .-lC-lilqClTh (IClCJ2).._u!.lnlJ[[t,d
Til++c-ttf-Fli,Tht[)ch'chlr _l,Jth,,ltl/ln,'rin+ah'l.I/2f fJ-/_ "l-Jnh'I,_t".;/_+,l>Ch,r Itl lo II 1I ]tiur_lid +ff(,)11_11+111111I /+'l/nWlIC'..
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UCRL-MI-II 1177(1_-12).l'ret_arud fnr thu 34lh ,,\nntl<ll _lt,ulill_4 ld the I'elmittgt,n,+') XI. and I hlrri,-,, (. IL, "l)vnaini_:<, t_t:I'hutoihurmal Surfa<e
American l>hvhical .h.uciutvl_)ivi_iun uf l'l<l._m,_I>hv:_ic_,,Ht'alllu, \V,\, I+i\pan,_ionl.',_in,4 I.<l_,erIndured 1Ioh,_._ratfl_ic(h',llJn_h," II.'111I.
Nra'ember IO-211,l_J2. C_)lt+mlt_,_llrl/r,,n. 28 (Iii), 2"32-_2-q_,-I(t)ctob-,r ICJ'-_2).

Murray, J. R., C,|mp!.>ull,I. I1., and Frank, I-).N., l_cmtllcl /'r,,/cl 1: I'untlillu, tm, I_. XI., I lunu_,ian,XI. A., Wuil<uld, 1. I.., "l'htm_l,_lm, t.'. Ii., and
"li'clml_h,,ylll)ClllO!lF,Ii'+llJll+lfilr _1_tllkllhll Im'rlinl (.'l)ll_:tlC,Wl'/I/l ll,,i_mI\,nihl,H I'tm'ull, I I. I., I;+m,t,lw,llh l'tti'cl,, _wl17+n,lI/tlrnh_/llt I'n'+l+lC_lCt/t.'t_+la'r_imltnhl
Fm'ii+Iii, Lawrence, I+ivermure Nation,ii l.aboratorv, I.i\'ermoru, CA, Ilc,lm <4mo,,thin,__,_llhr :\_l,_'l+I.l+:_cr,I.,Iwruncu l.ivermore Nati_mal l.abt_rah_rv,

I_,_ HUM I_J2). I'reparud Iur theUCI,tl+-JC-I _._.<,,..'_'_"J/\1:1,.%.& _UM (I cjc)_)_.I'rc'pared tor thu ttlnlc, runct, on I J\'t'rlnt,rt', (.','\, L.i(.'l,_l.-lt -I "Y' _-,,\B_& (
l+a_ersand Flec[rt)-(`)plJc_ lcJg.3,I_laltinlt_re,MI). M,iv 2---7,I ciC)], t..)tlanlunl I:]u<trt,nic<_and 1.,l_,urH<iuncutolilt'rt'llt't' ICJl_],I]allJillorc,, MI),klnv 2 "+ ICJCl.'_
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